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ABSTRACT
The research in this dissertation represents the initial characterization in regards to
iron uptake in the marine magnetotactic bacterium, strain MV-1. Cellular iron content
differences between MV-1 and a non-magnetotactic mutant, designated MV-lnml,
suggested that MV-lnml is deficient in one or more iron acquisition systems present in MV1. Protein profiles of MV-1 and MV-lnml showed the non-magnetotatic mutant did not
produce several proteins observed in MV-1, including an iron regulated, periplasmic protein.
This protein was designated pi 9 and is a homodimer with a subunit molecular mass of about
19,000 Da that binds copper ina 1:1 ratio. The structural gene for pl9 as well as two putative
upstream genes were cloned and sequenced. One of these genes encoded for a putative iron
permease with similarities to Ftrlp from the yeast SbccAwomryces cereviswze, while the
second encoded for a ferrodoxin-like protein of unknown function. Based on the model for a
copper-dependent, high-afGnity iron uptake in & cerevisioe, the presence of a periplasmic,
pl9 dependent, iron oxidase was predicted to be present in MV-1. A periplasmic enzyme
exhibiting this activity was subsequently identified and purified. Like Fet3p, the & cerevirwzg
iron oxidase, this enzyme was iron-regulated and contained 4 atoms of copper per molecule.
Though no function has been found for pl9, all three components (pl9, iron oxidase, iron
permease) for a high-affinity iron transport system similar to that found in & cereviMae are
present in MV-1 and may be important in providing iron for magnetosome biomineralization.
The magnetotactic bacterium strain MV-1 haas been shown to grow microaerobically
with sulfide or thiosulfate as electron donors and anaerobically with nitrous oxide (NzO)
serving as the terminal electron acceptor. This magnetotactic strain is capable of growing
autotrophically with HCO3YCO2 supplied as the sole source of carbon in (he growth media,
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utilizing the Calvin-Benson-Bassham padiway for CO2 fixation. SpeciScally, MV-1
possesses the form II RubisCO gene (c66M). In this dissertation, the cloning and sequencing
of a form II RubisCO gene (c66M) in the magnetotactic spirillum, MogMgawpinf/um
TMagnefofocfKWM is reported. Assessment of die magnetotactic spirilla M grxpAmvoMewe
andM. magneficwn for the presence of c66M was also performed.

I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Motile bacteria that align and navigate along the Earth's geomagnetic field lines are
referred to as the magnetotactic bacteria (24,68). This behavior, termed magnetotaxis, is due
to the presence of magnetosomes (68), which are intracellular membrane-bounded crystals of
magnetite (FesO*) and/or greigite (FeaS*) (68). Magnetosome synthesis appears to be a
complex process that is highly regulated and controlled and is considered to be a
biologically-controlled mineralization rather than a biologically-induced one (20). In
magnetotactic bacteria, iron is not only essential as a cofactor for certain enzymes and
respiratory components, but relatively large amounts are also required for the formation of
the magnetosome crystal. Cellular acquisition of iron is the obvious first step in the
biomineralization of the bacterial magnetosome. However, relatively little is known about
iron acquisition in magnetotactic bacteria and what is known is solely based on
species. This dissertation describes the first physiological, biochemical,
and molecular characterization of iron uptake in the marine, magnetotactic bacterium strain
MV-1. The results presented in this dissertation provide some general information on
magnetotactic bacteria, however the isolation of non-magnetotactic mutants from solid plated
media may prove inestimable in future studies to discover the nature of magnetosome
biosynthesis.

DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
This dissertation is organized in four chapters. The first chapter is a review of
literature on magnetotactic bacteria and microbial iron acquisition systems. The second
chapter is a manuscript that is to be submitted for publication in Microbiology, describing
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evidence for a copper-dependent, magnetosome-associated, iron acquisition system in the
marine magnetotactic bacterium, strain MV-1. The third chapter describes molecular
evidence for the presence of a carbon dioxide fixation gene (c66M) in MzgnefospinWum
magnefo&zcfKW». The final chapter contains general conclusions of the research contained in
this dissertation, followed by two appendices. Appendix A contains data describing the
storage of several magnetotactic bacterial strains, localization of iron in cellular protein
fractions ofMV-1 and MV-lnml, and N-terminal sequences of three magnetosomeassociated proteins from MV-1. Appendix B describes the cloning and sequencing of 16s
rDNAs from: a chemolithoautotrophic sulfur-oxidizing bacterium, designated S-l;
ectosymbiotic bacteria from marine invertebrates, a nematode Desmodora mawra and a
polychaete Ae%OMen//a 6acfenco/a collected from the Santa Barbara Basin; and a marine
Beggzafoa sp. also collected from the Santa Barbara Basin.
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Magnetotactic Bacteria
Description and general features
The discovery of bacteria that are passively influenced by magnetic fields is attributed
to Richard P. Blakemore, who reported this phenomenon in 1975 (15). This unusual behavior
is due to the presence of unique intracellular structures comprised of organic and inorganic
materials and places these microorganisms in a class by themselves in the prokaryotic world.
Since their discovery, scientists from many different fields apart from microbiology (e.g.
physics, geology, chemistry), have been fascinated by this novel group of prokaryotes. Most
of the current knowledge about magnetotactic bacteria is in the areas of ecology, diversity,
phylogeny, and physiology; however, within the last decade, genetic systems have been
established in magnetotactic spirilla (71,91). In the future, genetic, physiological, and
biochemical analyses will answer the fundamental question of how these organisms
synthesize their hallmark feature, the intracellular membrane-bounded magnetic mineral
crystals known as magnetosomes.
Magnetotactic bacteria are an assorted group of prokaryotes found in marine and
freshwater habitats. They exhibit a variety of morphologies including rods, cocci, vibrios,
spirilla, and multicellular forms (12,96). As constituents of natural microbial communities in
aquatic sediments and chemically stratiGed water columns, magnetotactic bacteria are most
abundant at or below the oxic/anoxic transition zone (OATZ; Fig. 1; 7,99). Accordingly, all
magnetotactic bacteria studied to date share these common characteristics: 1) they are all
Gram-negative members of the Domain Bacteria; 2) they are all motile by means of flagella;
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3) they all show negative tactic or growth response to atmospheric levels of oxygen (- 21%
0%); and 4) they all possess magnetosomes, their trademark feature (7,9,13,17).
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Fig. 1 Depiction of the oxic-anoxic transition zone (OATZ). Large vertical arrows designate
the stratification of increasing oxygen and sulfide concentrations. Dashed arrows denote the
Earth's geomagnetic field and small arrows on either side of the OATZ represent the
swimming direction of magnetotactic bacteria. Figure courtesy of D. A. Bazylinski.

Biologically-induced mineralization and biologically-controlled mineralization
There are two recognized processes by which mineral crystals are formed by
organisms, these are biologically-induced mineralization (BIM) and biologically-controlled
mineralization (BCM) (64). The fundamental difference between these two processes is that
in BIM the organism does not exert control over the mineralization process and generally, the
mineral particles form outside the cell. In other words, BIM occurs through a passive
mechanism due to a biological process the cell is carrying out (e.g., respiration). Examples of

s
this are the extracellular production of magnetite (FesO*) or greigite (FegSi) by dissimilatory
iron-reducing (63,94) and dissimilatory sulfate-reducing bacteria (13, 86), respectively.
Dissimilatory iron-reducers (e.g., Geo&zcfer sp. and

sp.) utilize Fe^ as a

terminal electron acceptor and the resulting reduced Fe^ reacts with certain forms of
oxidized Fe^ (iron oxyhydroxides) external to the cell to produce magnetite (94).
Dissimilatory sulfate-reducers, like

respire with sulfate and the

resulting sulfide reacts with iron in the environment to produce greigite (13, 86). These
processes result in poorly ordered (amorphous) crystals of magnetite, with ill-defined
morphologies and wide-ranging particle sizes (13,94). It should also be pointed out that
mineral particles similar to those produced by BIM processes can be synthesized abiotically
by chemical means in the laboratory. Chemically synthesized particles bear the same
crystallochemical features of those produced by BIM (65).
In contrast to BIM, mineral particles produced by BCM are not amorphous, in fact the
crystals produced are highly-ordered, exhibit a well-defined crystal morphology, and fall
within a very specific and narrow size range (13,64). The biomineralization of these mineral
particles mostly occurs within the cell and it is this combination of characteristics that leads
researchers to conclude that BCM is under strict genetic and biochemical control by the
organism (13,64). The magnetic crystals produced by magnetotactic bacteria 6t this criteria
and it is widely accepted that BCM is the mode used by these microorganisms.

The bacterial magnetosome
This unique intracellular structure is what imparts the behavior known as
magnetotaxis. The bacterial magnetosome is defined as an inorganic magnetic mineral crystal
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enclosed in a membrane (7). The inorganic mineral crystal is composed of magnetite or
greigite (6). With one exception, all magnetotactic strains studied to date contain
magnetosomes comprised of either magnetite or greigite only. The exception is a large,
uncultured, rod-shaped bacterium that contains both magnetite and greigite magnetosomes
(10).

The size of the magnetic crystal phase of the magnetosome, regardless if composed of
magnetite or greigite, fit into a narrow size range of approximately 35 to 120 nm (12,50,51).
This size range has particular importance in that crystals in this size range are singlemagnetic-domains and have a permanent magnetic dipole moment at ambient temperature
(23, 74). Magnetic crystals that are smaller than 35 nm are called superparamagnetic
meaning that they have a uniform magnetization, but the magnetic moment drifts in
direction. This produces a net zero magnetic moment at room temperature. Multiple domains
form in magnetic crystals larger than 120 nm resulting in uneven magnetization. Because
these domains may not be aligned in a uniform direction, the net magnetic moment of the
crystal is reduced. Due to the precise control magnetotactic bacteria appear to exhibit in
magnetic crystal formation, the optimum size for maximizing the magnetic moment per
magnetosome is achieved (13).
In most magnetotactic bacteria, the magnetsosomes are arranged in a chain or chains
of 10 to 20 and appear fixed within the cell with the single-domain magnetic crystals aligned.
In this arrangement the magnetic dipole moment is maximized, the total magnetic dipole
moment is the sum of the magnetic moments of each crystal in the chain. This alignment of
the magnetosomes imparts the passive alignment of the cell in a magnetic field resulting in
one component of the behavior known as magnetotaxis, the other being motility. (41).
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Morphology of the magnetic crystals varies depending on the strain that produces
them, apparently due to the precise chemical, biochemical and genetic control (e.g., the
magnetosome membrane, see below) each magnetotactic strain brings to the
biomineralization process (7). The observed morphologies of magnetite and greigite
magnetic crystals are: 1) roughly cuboidal (6), 2) parallelepipedal (11, 50, 51, 100-102,104),
and 3) tooth-, bullet- or arrowhead-shaped (anisotropic) (Fig. 2; 66,67, 82,103). An
exception to these standard species or strain-specific morphologies, are the greigite magnetic
crystals of a multicelluar magnetotactic bacterial species. These organisms form
pleomorphic, cubo-octahedral, and tooth-shaped crystals (13, 61).

100 nm

lOOnm
Fig. 2. Representative intracellular magnetite crystal morphologies from magnetotactic
bacteria, a) cubo-octahedrons; (b), (c), and (d) parallelepipedal; (e) tooth-, bullet-, or
arrowhead-shaped; and (f) roughly tooth-shaped. Photo courtesy of D. A. Bazylinski.
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As discussed above, magnetotactic bacteria exert strain or species specific control
over the size, morphology and chemical nature of the magnetic crystal. This has been
attributed to an electron-dense, membrane-like structure, known as the bacterial
magnetosome membrane. (12,15,44,66,104). Due to the proximity and composition of the
magnetotsome membrane to the magnetic crystal, it is thought that the magnetic crystal
properties are under chemical, biochemical, and genetic control (13,44). The composition of
the magnetosome membrane has been published in studies from two strains of
MzgnefoapW/wm. The membrane is reported to consist of a phospholipid bilayer and
proteins that appear to be specific to this membrane and not present in the cytoplasmic or
outer membranes of the cell (44, 87). The magnetosome membrane as observed by TEM
does not appear to be contiguous with the cytoplasmic membrane (44,87); however, there is
much speculation that there is contiguity between these membranes. Because magnetosomes
appear to be anchored to the cell membrane in the cell, it seems likely that there is some
association between the membranes. In addition, an association between the two membranes
would help to explain magnetosome membrane synthesis (9,90). It is thought that the
magnetic crystals are formed within previously formed, empty magnetosome membranes, but
this has yet to be shown conclusively. The occasional observation that empty and partiallyfilled membrane vesicles exist in M magnefo&zcfzcwm and M grxp&ifwaWenae leads some to
conclude that the magnetosome membrane is synthesized first as a vesicle which serves as
the locus for the biomineralization of the magnetic crystal (44, 90). These are some of the
questions at the front of the field in the understanding of biomineralization in magnetotactic
bacteria.
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The proteins associated with the magnetosome membrane are also a source of
speculation and research. In Magne&Mpfri/Zwm species, differences in the protein composition
of the magnetosome membranes are observable. Recently however, a large gene cluster
encoding several magnetosome membrane proteins has been identified from M
This gene cluster, through comparative sequence and organizational
analysis, is well conserved in M. /nqgnefofocfzcwm and the magnetococcus strain MC-1,
whose partially completed genomes are available for study (45,
http://www.jgi.doe.gov/tempweb/JGI_microbial/html/index.html). The organization of these
genes indicates that they are part of an operon and could constitute the bulk of the genetic
capacity for the biomineralization of the magnetic crystal in a magnetosome. This is highly
speculative as there is no physiological or biochemical data available for these magnetosome
membrane proteins and their functions cannot be precisely assigned by sequence homology
to known genes.

The function of magnetotaxis
All known magnetotactic bacteria exhibit a negative tactic response to high oxygen
levels (atmospheric, -21%) and grow as either microaerophiles or facultative anaerobes. It
was originally thought this behavior, the avoidance of high oxygen levels, was the basis for
the magnetotactic response. In aquatic environments, environmental populations of
magnetotactic bacteria swim by means of flagella in a preferred direction, which is dependent
upon which hemisphere they are located. Magnetotactic bacteria in the northern hemisphere
migrate northward (known as north-seekers) and those in the southern hemisphere migrate
southward (south-seekers) (38, 54). At the equator, the distribution of north and south-
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seeking magnetotactic bacteria are roughly even, as the vertical component of the
geomagnetic Geld is zero (38). This hypothesis turns out to be partially true. Because of the
inclination of the geomagnetic Geld and the negative tactic response to high oxygen, the
direction of motility magnetotactic bacteria exhibit is downward. According to the
hypothesis, magnetotactic bacteria would be found at the bottom of water columns or culture
tubes. However, the discovery of natural populations of magnetotactic bacteria that exist at
speciGc depths near, within, or below the OATZ and the formation of microaerophilic bands
in tubes of pure cultures of magnetotactic bacteria have led to the refining of the deGnition
for magnetotaxis. (39,40). This reGned deGnition of magnetotaxis takes into account the
complexities of motility used by magnetotactic bacteria along with the aerotactic sensory
mechanism that magnetotactic bacteria display (39,40).
Magnetotactic bacteria are bidirectionally motile and swim backwards and forwards,
which is in contrast to the characteristic "run and tumble" motility exhibited by Esc&erzc&wz
co# (40). The means by which magnetotactic bacteria change their direction of motility, due
to the aerotactic response are accomplished by different mechanisms. Two types of
magnetotaxis have been described, 1) axial magnetotaxis displayed by MagnefaspW/wm sp.
and 2) polar magnetotaxis displayed by the magnetococci (40).
Most aerotactic microaerophiles form bands in vertical oxygen gradients where the
proton motive force is optimal by using a temporal sensory mechanism that compares the
environmental [Oz] of the present to that of the recent past (92). The comparison of the [0%]
over time, determines the direction of motility by changing the direction of flagellar rotation
(69). It is assumed that magnetotactic bacteria are capable of using this mechanism of
aerotaxis and are motile in forward and backward directions by reversing flagellar rotation
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(7). This form of magnetotaxis is known as axial magnetotaxis. A&zgnefospirz/Zwm spp.
passively aligned in the geomagnetic Geld, will swim up or down in a vertical oxygen
gradient using aerotaxis to locate and maintain a preferred position. If the geomagnetic Geld
reverses, the orientation of the cell is reversed but the aerotactic behavior is unaffected and
the cell continues to swim in the same direction. Thus, the geomagnetic Geld provides an axis
on which to migrate, but not a direction for motility (13).
Polar magnetotaxis, as exhibited by the magnetococci, is characterized by the
unidirectional swimming behavior in response to the reversing of the geomagnetic Geld. In
this mechanism, the geomagnetic Geld provides an axis and a direction for motility (7,40).
The aerototactic response exhibited by polar magnetotactic bacteria is unique. Because the
geomagnetic Geld provides a direction for motility, the polar magnetotactic bacteria associate
one Gagellar direction with movement down or away Grom high [0%]. Polar magnetotactic
bacteria are capable of locating a preferred [O?] by reversing their flagellar rotation.
However, when the geomagnetic Geld is reversed the association of one Gagellar rotation
with down actually directs the motility of the cell to a higher [0%] (40).
Magnetosomes may have other physiological functions pertinent to the cell, among
the ones considered are iron homeostasis, redox cycling of iron, and energy conservation (46,
68,95).

Description of strain MV-1
The magnetotactic bacterium, strain MV-1 was isolated from the OATZ of a sulGderich salt marsh near the Neponset River Estuary (Boston, MA). Cells of strain MV-1
demonstrate a vibrioid morphology and have a single, unsheathed, polar flagellum (11).
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Phylogenetic analysis of the 16S rRNA gene showed strain MV-1 to be within the asubdivision of the Proteobacteria, but not closely related to

spp. (30).

Strain MV-1 can grow chemoorganotrophically (11) with organic or amino acids as sources
of carbon and energy and chemolithoautotrophically with thiosulfate and sulfide as electron
donors (8). Strain MV-1 is a facultative anaerobe and cells respire microaerobically with
oxygen or anaerobically with nitrous oxide (N%0) as the terminal electron acceptor. Strain
MV-1 synthesizes truncated hexa-octahedral crystals of magnetite (FesC^) as the inorganic
phase of the magnetosome (11,100-102).

Iron acquisition in magnetotactic bacteria
Cellular acquisition of iron is the first step in the BCM process of the bacterial
magnetosome. However, little is known about iron acquisition in magnetotactic bacteria.
The uptake of iron has been the focus of several studies in

sp.

Evidence for the production of a hydroxamate-type siderophore was observed in M.
mqgnefo&zcficwm. This hydroxamate material was produced under high iron conditions (> 20
pM) but not at iron deficient conditions (< 5 pM) and was not shown to be directly involved
in iron acquisition for magnetosome synthesis (80). Until recently, this was the only evidence
for siderophore activity produced by a magnetotactic bacterium. The magnetotactic spirilla
M magMefzcwm strain AMB-1 appears to produce siderophores, both hydroxamate and
catechol types, and their production requires at least 6 pM Fe^ in the growth medium (24).
This is in agreement with the findings in M mogMefofocficwm where siderophore production
is stimulated by high iron. Interestingly, these findings are in contrast with other siderophore
producing bacteria in which siderophore production is induced under iron-limiting
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environments, usually between 0 and 1 pM (79).
In many Gram-negative bacteria, wioD (biosynthetic hydroquinase) is part of the
biosynthetic pathway 6r the siderophore, enterobactin (78). Complementation studies with a
genomic cosmid library of M

led to the discovery of a 2 kb genomic

fragment that complemented EpcAencAm co/f and

(xpAimwnM/n oroD mutants,

restoring the synthesis of enterobactin and iron acquisition. This 2 kb fragment also rescued
iron uptake in/gpA (the outer membrane transporter of ferh-enterobactin) and enfA
(involved in enterobactin biosynthesis) mutants of & co/i, but not the biosynthesis of
enterobactin (14).
Nakamura ef a/. (77) reported molecular evidence for the involvement of a
periplasmic binding protein, (SfuC), in iron transport in M. magnefzcwm strain AMB-1. This
type of iron uptake only involves transport of Fe^ across the cytoplasmic membrane by an
ABC (ATP binding cassette) transport system (2, 72).
An energy dependent, low affinity, high velocity, Fe^ transport system in M
grxpAipwaMefwe was described by Schûler et al. The major portion of iron taken up in M
was shown to be Fe^, however Fe^ was taken up in a slow diffusion-like
process. Although no evidence for siderophore production was found, spent culture fluid
appeared to enhance iron uptake (89).
Three chromosomal regions from M. magnedcwm strain AMB-1 were isolated by Tn5
mutagenesis by conjugal transfer and appear to be necessary for magnetosome synthesis. One
of these regions contained a gene, designated magA, and was shown to iron regulated. MzgA
was found to be a homologue of a family of cation efflux proteins, in particular KefC, a
potassium-ion-translocator of & co/;. MagA has been shown to localize in the cytoplasmic
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membrane and possibly the magnetosome membrane and also to transport Fe^ in an energy
dependent manner into membrane vesicles prepared from E. co/; cells that expressed this
gene (75,76). In A/ogngfoapW/wm spp., die biomineralization of magnetite appears to be
tightly linked to the uptake of iron and growth conditions. Not only must iron be available in
pM quantities, but the establishment of microaerobic conditions appears to be a requirement
(16, 88).

Microbial Iron Transport
Introduction
Since magnetotactic bacteria are aquatic and not known to be pathogenic, this review
of the literature on iron acquisition systems focuses on those from Gram-negative bacteria
that do not make use of host iron compounds. It should be noted that transport of host
compounds (e.g., transferrin, lactoferrin, and heme) and iron complexes from Gram-positive
bacteria are transported across the cytoplasmic membrane by basically the same mechanisms
as in Gram-negative bacteria (19-21). Iron acquisition systems from Gram-negative bacteria
and the yeast

cerevtFiae will be reviewed.

Iron is an essential element for all nearly all organisms, the exceptions being a small
number of bacteria (e.g., the Lactobacilli and the spirochete,

6wf#dbf/èrz) (3, 81).

The requirement of iron in biological systems stems from its ability to participate in redox
reactions reversibly changing from die Fe^ to Fe^ states. Iron-containing proteins are
generally involved in basic cell metabolism. Aerobic respiration, electron transport, and
peroxide reduction are dependent upon heme, an iron-porphyrin compound. Iron-sulfur
proteins are involved in amino acid metabolism, anaerobic respiration, energy metabolism,
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and electron transport reactions. Lastly, ribonucleotide synthesis, superoxide dismutation,
and amino acid biosynthesis require non-heme, non-iron sulfur proteins (33).
Iron is the fourth most abundant metal in the Earth's crust and exists mainly in the
Fe^ state as insoluble iron oxyhydroxides (e.g., goethite and hematite) (47), and in its free
aqueous form is only soluble to [Fe^] of approximately 10"'* M at physiological pH (84). To
acquire iron, microorganisms have evolved several mechanisms to combat the bioavailability
problems posed by the insolubility of iron.

Bacterial iron transport
The bioavailability of iron is dependent upon environmental conditions that affect the
oxidation state of the iron molecule, such as pH and oxygen tension. Fe^ is stable and more
soluble than the Fe^ form under anoxic conditions and is readily available for uptake by
bacteria. The transport of Fe^ only requires a cytoplasmic membrane transporter and was
first identified in E. co/z. The /ëoABC operon encodes for two small proteins (< 10,000 Da)
of unknown function (FeoA and FeoC), and the Fe^ transporter FeoB (52). FeoB is a
cytoplasmic membrane protein of about 70,000 Da, and contains a guanine-nucleotidespecific binding site. The binding of GTP is required for efficient Fe^ uptake through the
FeoB-dependent system (70). FeoB-dependent iron uptake systems have now been identified
in a number of bacteria, including

#y/on,

fxpAôMwnwm, and the

cyanobactehum «SyngcAocyafis sp. strain PCC6803. Decreased Fe^ uptake was demonstrated
in FeoB-dependent iron acquisition mutants of these microorganisms, indicating that this
transport system plays an important role in the uptake of iron (53, 106, 108).
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As stated previously, the majority of iron sources in the environment are in the Fe^
form and are not freely available to bacteria. In response to this iron limitation, many bacteria
synthesize iron-complexing molecules known as siderophores, or utilize siderophores
produced by other microorganisms. Siderophores have a high affinity for Fe^ and are
"virtually specific" for this oxidation state of iron as the affinity for other divalent metals is
quite low (79). The high affinity for the Fe^ form of iron lends siderophores to be good
shuttling molecules because the affinity for the Fe^ form is low. Upon reduction, iron is
readily released from the siderophore for use by the cell (79). Most ferrisiderophores are
between 500 to 1500 Da, a relatively low molecular weight but too large for simple diffusion
through outer membrane porins. Many structurally diverse forms of siderophores have been
isolated and characterized from bacteria and approximately 200 siderophores have been
discovered (78,79, 85). Generally, siderophores are classified on the basis of the nature of
their iron binding moieties, which are either catecholates, bydroxamates,
hydroxypyridonates, or aminocarboxylates (Fig. 3.; 78, 98). Ferrisiderophores are octahedral
complexes, the representative siderophores enterobactin and ferrichrome form hexadentate
complexes with iron using the binding ligands catechol and hydroxamate, respectively.
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Fig 3. Examples of bacterial siderophores. (a) general structure of the ferrichromes,
prototypical hydroxamate type siderophores; (b) ferric entereobactin, a prototypical catecholtype siderophore; (c) general structure of the citrate-hydroxamate siderophores. Reprinted
6om Neilands (79).

In contrast to soluble Fe^% transport of iron complexes (such as ferrisiderophores)
requires both outer membrane and cytoplasmic membrane transport systems. This is because
the iron complexes are too scarce and large for simple diffusion through the outer membrane
porins. The outer membrane transporters (or receptors) usually consist of a large protein
(between 70,000 and 80,000 Da), which binds its substrate and transports it across the outer
membrane into the periplasm. Examples of these are FhuA, FepA and FeeA from E. co/i, the
outer membrane receptors for ferrichrome, ferric enterobactin and ferric citrate, respectively.
The crystal structures of FhuA and FepA have been determined and indicate that they are (3barrels composed of 21 antiparallel, p-strands. There is also a globular domain, which folds
into the ^-barrel and is responsible for the binding of the ferrisiderophore. This globular
domain is what gives these outer membrane receptors specificity and may be the domain that
controls uptake as studies of the structure of FecA, a FhuA and FepA homologues indicate
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(22,35,36,62). This transport is active and requires energy, a problem because the outer
membrane and the periplasm contain no sources of energy. The energy is provided by the
proton motive force of the cytoplasmic membrane and is mediated by the TonB-ExbB-ExbD
complex located in the cytoplasmic membrane and periplasm (18, 73). A model for this
energy transduction is that TonB, a peripheral membrane protein whose N-terminus is
anchored in the cytoplasmic membrane, becomes charged through interaction with the
cytoplasmic membrane proteins ExbB and ExbD by means of the proton motive force.
Charged TonB interacts with the outer membrane transporter (e.g., FhuA) causing a
conformational change in the transporter releasing the bound ferrisiderophore and opening a
channel through which the ferrisiderophore passes through to the periplasm. How the TonBExbB-ExbD complex transduces this energy to the outer membrane receptors for the
transport of iron complexes is unclear and is the subject of recent reviews (19, 73, 83).
The transport of structurally similar ferrisiderophores across the outer membrane is in
general more specific than transport across the cytoplasmic membrane. In E. co/f, the
transport of the ferrihydroxamates across the outer membrane occurs via FhuA for
ferrichrome and FhuE for coprogen. Both of these ferrihydroxamates are transported by the
FhuBCD system across the cytoplasmic membrane. Examples of outer membrane transport
of catechol siderophores are enterobactin by FepA, and other catecholates, including
dihydroxybenzoylserine, are transported by the Fiu and Cir permeases. These catechol
siderophores are transported across the cytoplasmic membrane by the FepBCDE system (48).
The cytoplasmic membrane transport systems are members of the ABC (ATP-binding
cassette) transporter family. They are multi-component transport systems comprised of one
or two membrane-spanning permeases and one or two cytoplasmic ATPase proteins that
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energize the transport, and a periplasmic binding protein which concentrates the
ferrisiderophore substrate in the periplasm and delivers it to the permease-ATPase complex
(18). Other ABC transport systems transport Fe^ across the cytoplasmic membrane with no
involvement of a siderophore. No outer membrane receptor or TonB mediated energy
transfer is required. The .%/wABC system of «Sb/rafza marcescefw and the
fTz/Zwenzae/Z?pABC and AzfABC are examples of these systems and they encode proteins
typical of ABC transport systems. Fe^-chelates (e.g., phosphate, citrate, or oxaloacetate
which do not bind Fe^ tightly), or Fe^ pass through the porins of the outer membrane &eely.
The periplasmic binding proteins FbpA and HitA have a high afGnity for Fe^. In these
systems Fe^ is either transported as an ion or is chelated by an unknown low molecular
weight molecule for transport across the cytoplasmic membrane (2, 72).
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Fig. 4. Cartoon representation of iron transport in Gram-negative bacteria. Complexed Fe^ is
concentrated in the periplasm and delivered to the outer membrane receptor (OMR) where
the iron is either removed from the complex (left), or the iron complex is transported through
the outer membrane to a periplasmic binding protein (PBP; center). The periplasmic binding
protein delivers the iron (or iron complex) to the cytoplasmic membrane ABC transporter,
consisting of a membrane permease (P) and ATPase (A). Fe^ (right) is readily transported
over the outer membrane via porins (not shown), and is transported over the cytoplasmic
membrane by a specific transporter (FeoB), aided by FeoA. ÔM, outer membrane; f,
periplasm; CM, cytoplasm. Figure adapted from van Vliet ef o/. (107).

Iron uptake in the yeast,

cewmee

The baker's yeast, &zccAwo/»yc&; cerevûzae, like most other organisms, produce
multiple iron transport systems and they all appear to require Fe^ as a substrate (34, 58). As
mentioned above Fe^ is much more soluble at physiological pH than Fe^; however, under
aerobic conditions Fe^ is rapidly oxidized to Fe^. The role of a ferrireductase in the uptake
of iron was first suspected when it was observed that iron-limited cells had increased Fe^
reduction activity and Fe^ was taken up at a faster rate than Fe^ (58). More evidence came
from heme-deScient mutatnts, which did not have Fe^ reduction activity and accumulated
Fe^^ but not Fe^ (1,57). FRE1 and FRE2 were identified and encode for two ferrireductases
shown to be involved in the uptake of iron (26,42). These ferrireductases have several
transmembrane spanning regions, potential NADPH and FAD binding domains, and bind
two molecules of heme much like 6-type cytochromes. These ferrireductases use intracellular
NADPH as reducing power for the reduction of extracellular iron (37, 56). Interestingly,
these ferrireductases are not specific for iron and have been shown to be required for copper
transport and are known as Fe^/Cu^ reductases (27,43,49,55).
There are two distinct systems of iron uptake in & cerevwwze, a low-afBnity system
that functions at extracellular iron concentration > 5 pM and a high-afGnity system for
transport at or below this limit (34,57).
The low affinity iron uptake system transports Fe^ but is not specific for iron as other
transition metals (Cu% Mn^, Zn^, and Co^) inhibit transport by this system. The FET4 gene
encodes for this transport system and is responsible for iron transport but may play a role in
the uptake of other metals. Fet4p is an integral plasma membrane protein of 63,000 Da and
possesses six transmembrane domains. Mutations in potential Fe^ binding motifs located in

transmembrane regions significantly decreased the uptake of Fe^. A major function of the
FET4 iron tranport system appears to be the uptake of Fe^ under anaerobic conditions.
However, it is not known how this iron transport occurs since Fet4p shows no homology to
other plasma membrane permeases or any known proteins (31,32).
Other low-affinity iron transport systems appear to exist. The SMF1/SMF2 genes
were first identified as Mn^ transporters and are capable of iron transport. When metaldeficient conditions exist, Smflp and SmfZp are transported to the plasma membrane, but it
is not known what role they play in the transport of iron (25).
Under iron-limiting conditions, the high-afGnity iron uptake system, which has a 200
fold higher affinity for iron, is expressed. This high-afGnity system is incredibly specific for
Fe^ and was discovered through a genetic screen for high-afGnity iron uptake mutants.
These mutants could be rescued by the low-afGnity iron uptake system on high iron medium,
allowing for the identification of FET3, a gene required for Fe^ uptake (4). It was shown that
FET3 was not required for the FET4 low-afGnity iron uptake system, nor was FET4 essential
for the high-afGnity iron uptake activity (4, 32).
FET3 encodes for a protein that is a member of the multi-copper oxidase family,
which includes the laccases, ascorbate oxidase, and ceruloplasmin. Enzymes of this family
contain copper in three spectroscopically distinct forms (type I, type II, and type III) and are
responsible for a variety of different functions. Multi-copper oxidases catalyze four
oxidations of substrate sequentially, by storing the electrons, followed by the four-electron
reduction of O: to two molecules of H%0 (93). Fet3p is an integral plasma membrane protein
with one transmembrane spanning domain. The catalytic domain responsible for the oxidase
activity is peripherally associated with extracellular face of the plasma membrane. Purified

Fet3p is capable of catalyzing the oxidation of a variety of organic compounds, but Fe^ is
decidedly the best substrate (29).
Since FET3 has only one transmembrane spanning region, it was thought to be a
component of a larger complex and not capable of both oxidation of the substrate and
transport across the plasma membrane. A second component, FTR1, is required for activity
of die high-afGnity iron transport system. FTR1 encodes for a protein with six
transmembrane spanning regions, a feature consistent with other known transport proteins.
The sequence of Ftrlp contains repeats of die amino acid motif REGLE in the carboxyterminus and within the transmembrane spanning region (97). These glutamic acid residues
were shown to interact with iron in the iron storage protein ferritin (60,105). Site-directed
replacements of these glutamic acid residues with alanine in FTR1 eliminated the Fe^
transport activity of the high-afGnity system in all the constructed mutants. Genes of
unknown function, similar to FTR1 were identified in

and

Wrfi/û. Like FTR1, neither of these had homology to any known metal transporters.
However, the REGLE amino acid motif was conserved in these Ftrl related proteins (97).
An FTR1 deletion mutant showed that the ferroxidase activity of FET3 was
essentially lost. This is in contrast with the FTR1 point mutation strains mentioned above,
where FET3 localized correctly in the plasma membrane. The ferroxidase activity of FET3 in
the FTR1 deletion mutant could be rescued by the addition of copper to the medium
indicating that some mechanism involved in the copper loading of FET3 was defective. This
implied that FET3 was misplaced in die secretory pathway for high-afGnity iron transport in
the plasma membrane. In a FET3 deletion mutant not only was the high-afGnity iron uptake
activity missing, FTR1 was not targeted to the plasma membrane and remained in the
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endoplasmic reticulum. This indicated that FET3 and FTR1 form a transport complex and
their association must occur for the correct placement of either protein in the plasma
membrane (97).
This evidence has led to a model for high-affinity transport of iron in & cerevmae. In
this conceptual mechanism, Fe^ is generated through the activity of the ferrireductases FRE1
and FRE2 located in the plasma membrane. FET3, the multi-copper ferroxidase, oxidizes the
Fe^ to Fe^ and directly transfers it to the FTR1 permease. The binding of Fe^ to FTR1
causes a conformational change in the permease allowing the release of the Fe^ and
subsequent transport through the plasma membrane. This model of FET3/FTR1 permeasoxidase complex for high-afGnity iron transport is generally accepted, though the interaction
of the ferroxidase and permease at the interface of the plasma membrane remains unclear
(28,97).
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Fig. 5. Schematic representations of ferrireducase activity and high-afGnity iron transport in
the yeast
cerevKwze. (a), The J. cerevwfae ferrireductases Frelp and Fre2p
require two molecules of heme (diamonds with inside circles) bound within the
transmembrane spanning region. The extracellular reduction of Fe^ to Fe^ coincides with
the cytoplasmic oxidation of NADPH to NADP\ (b), the proposed high-afGnity oxidasepermease model for iron transport in & cerevwwze. Fet3p oxidizes extracellular Fe^* to Fe^
which then is transported across the plasma membrane by the Ftrlp permease. Figure adapted
from Askwith and Kaplan (5).
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& cerevtMoe is also capable of utilizing exogenous siderophores, but does not appear
to synthesize any of its own. One system for scavenging iron from hydroxamate or catechol
siderophores is dependent upon the high-affinity iron transport system described above. The
release of Fe^ from ferrisiderophores by the FRE1 and FRE2 ferrireductases provides the
Fe^ substrate for high-afGnity iron transport. The ARN family of proteins, comprise a
second form of siderophore utilization. This system for iron scavenging from siderophores is
only present in the absence of FET3 and the mechanism by which the iron is made available
to the cell is still unknown (59,109,110).
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CHAPTER 2. EVIDENCE FOR A COPPER DEPENDENT IRON ACQUISITION
SYSTEM IN THE MARINE MAGNETOTACTIC BACTERIUM STRAIN MV-1
A paper to be submitted for publication in Microbiology
Bradley L. Dubbels, Alan A. DiSpirito, John. D. Morton, Jeremy. D. Semrau,
and Dennis A. Bazylinski

Abstract
Cells of the marine magnetotactic vibrio, strain MV-1, produce magnetite-containing
magnetosomes. Stable, spontaneous, non-magnetotatic mutants were regularly observed
when MV-1 was cultured on solid media and incubated under anaerobic or microaerobic
conditions. Cellular iron content of a non-magnetotactic mutant, designated MV-lmml, was
-20 to 80 fold less than the iron content of MV-1 (the parent strain) for those same iron
concentrations suggesting that MV-lnml was deficient in at least one iron acquisition system
present in MV-1. Comparative protein profiles of MV-1 and MV-lnml showed MV-lnml
did not produce several proteins observed in MV-1, including an iron-regulated, periplasmic
protein, designated pl9. pl9 was found to be a homodimer with a subunit molecular mass of
about 19,000 Da. Three similar copper-handling motifs (M-X-M/M-Xz-M) were present in
the amino acid sequence of pl9 and the native protein binds copper in a 1:1 ratio. The
structural gene for pi 9, cApA (copper handling protein), as well as two other putative genes
upstream of cApA were cloned and sequenced. These putative genes encode for a protein
similar to the iron permease, Ftrlp, from the yeast,

cereviswze, and a

ferrodoxin-like protein of unknown function. A periplasmic, iron oxidase was also purified
from MV-1 and MV-lnml. The MV-1 enzyme was iron-regulated and contained 4 copper
atoms per molecule. This enzyme catalyzed the oxidation of Fe^ and that from MV-lnml
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showed about 60% of the activity of that from MV-1. ChpA, the iron permease, and the iron
oxidase may have analogous functions for the three components (Ctrl, Ftrl, and Fet3,
respectively) of the copper-dependent high-affinity iron uptake system in & cerevwfae,
indicating that MV-1 may also have a similar iron uptake system.

Introduction
Motile bacteria that align and navigate along the Earth's geomagnetic field lines are
referred to as the magnetotactic bacteria (10,29). This behavior, termed magnetotaxis, is due
to the presence of magnetosomes (29), which are intracellular membrane-bounded crystals of
magnetite (FesCk) and/or greigite (FesS^ (29). Magnetosome synthesis appears to be a
complex process that is highly regulated and controlled and is considered to be a
biologically-controlled mineralization rather than a biologically-induced one (7).
In magnetotactic bacteria, iron is not only essential as a cofactor for certain enzymes
and respiratory components, but is also required for the formation of the magnetosome
crystal. Cellular acquisition of iron is the obvious first step in the biomineralization of the
bacterial magnetosome. However, relatively little is known about iron acquisition in
magnetotactic bacteria and what is known is solely based on MagMefoapinWum spp. Schiller
and Baeuerlein (52) described two iron uptake systems in M gr%pAifwaMenje. The major
portion of iron contained in FesC^ from this organism was taken up as Fe^ in an energy
dependent, low-affinity, high-velocity system. Fe^ was also taken up in a slow, diffusion
like process. Although no evidence for siderophore production was found, spent culture fluid
appeared to enhance iron uptake. Paoletti ef a/. (49) found evidence for the production of a
hydroxamate-type siderophore by cells of Af. magMgfofacAcwm grown under high iron
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conditions (> 20 ^M) but not at iron deficient conditions (< 5 fiM). Nakamura ef a/. (46)
reported molecular evidence for (he involvement of a periplasmic binding protein, (%/wC), in
iron (ransport by Af. magngfzcimi strain AMB-1 although (his species was recently found to
produce both hydroxamate and phenolate siderophores (16). An iron-regulated gene, magA,
from M magnedcwm strain AMB-1 was shown to encode for a protein that transports iron in
an energy dependent manner into membrane vesicles prepared from EfcAenc&za co/; cells
that expressed this gene (44,45).
We are studying magnetite magnetosome biomineralization in a marine magnetotactic
vibrio referred to as MV-1 (8). Like members of the genus A/ag%e&%%»rz//wm and almost all
other magnetite producing magnetotactic bacteria, MV-1 is phylogenetically afBliated with
the a subdivision of the Proteobacteria but is not closely related to these species (24). Cells
of MV-1 grow chemoorganotrophically utilizing organic and amino acids as carbon and
energy sources or chemolithoautotrophically with carbon dioxide as the sole carbon source
and thiosulfate or sulfide serving as (he source of energy (7). Despite the absence of a
defined genetic system, MV-1 was chosen as a model organism for several reasons. First,
like other magnetotactic bacteria examined, the magnetosomes in this organism appear to be
surrounded by a lipid bilayer membrane that contains unique proteins not found in other cell
fractions. Second, cells of MV-1 grow anaerobically using nitrous oxide (N%0) as the
terminal electron acceptor to high cell densities (-1-2 x 10* cells ml"') and produce more
FesOi per liter of culture than better characterized strains of magnetotactic bacteria (8).
Under anaerobic conditions, magnetosome formation in MV-1 appears to be an obligate
process and cells continue to synthesize magnetosomes in iron-limited growth conditions.
Third, stable, spontaneous, non-magnetotactic mutants of MV-1 appear to occur at a high

frequency when cultured on solid media. Lastly, MV-1 biomineralizes crystals of FesCk
referred to as elongated truncated hexa-octahedrons (58). The MV-1 magnetite crystal
morphology is unusual and has been used to distinguish biogenic FesO*, so-called
"magnetofbssils", from detrital Fead* using transmission electron microscopy of magnetic
extracts from sediments (7). In addition, elongated FegC^ crystals morphologically identical
to those ofMV-1 are associated with carbonate globules in the Martian meteorite ALH84001
and used as a line of evidence for the presence of life on ancient Mars (43,57-59).
Here we present the physiological characterization of a spontaneous, nonmagnetotactic mutant, MV-lnml. Characterization of this mutant has provided evidence for
a copper-dependent, iron transport system with similarities to that observed in the yeast,
cerevmae (4,19,20,26,54,61). This iron transport system appears to be
involved in iron uptake for magnetosome synthesis in the marine, magnetotactic bacterium
MV-1.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and culture conditions. The magnetotactic bacteria strain MV-1 (8) and
MV-lnml (see below) were cultured anaerobically under 15 psig of nitrous oxide (N%0), as
previously described (23), or the liquid media was dispensed into serum vials (80 ml) and
made anaerobic by bubbling with Oz-free N%. NzO was subsequently bubbled through the
media, the vials sealed with butyl rubber stoppers, and the headspace sparged with NzO. The
concentration of cysteine of these serum vial cultures was raised to 0.5 g L"\ Solid plate
media was prepared by the addition of 20 g L"'Agar Noble (Difco, Detroit, MI) to liquid
media and raising the cysteine concentration to 0.5 g L"'. Petri plates (100 x 25 mm) were
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poured aerobically and allowed to solidify before being placed inside an anaerobic chamber
(Coy Laboratory Products Inc., Grass Lake, MI) with a 5% H%: 95% N% atmosphere. Spread
and streak plating on reduced anaerobic plates was carried out aerobically and placed in
Oxoid Anaerobic Jars (Oxoid Limited, Hamphire, UK). The jars were made anaerobic by
exchanging the atmosphere 5X with N%0 and leaving a positive pressure of 10 psig inside the
jar. Microaerobic conditions were similarly established by replacing N%0 with a 1% 0%: 99%
Nz atmosphere.
EpcAenc/wa coA strains B and DH5a were grown at 37°C on Luria-Bertani agar
(1.5% agar) or broth supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics, ampicillin (100 pg/ml) or
kanamycin (50 p,g/ml) when required. Chemically competent & coZ; DH5a were prepared as
described by Inoue ef a/. (35). MefAy/ococcwf capWafw? Bath was grown as previously
described (64).

Isolation of spontaneous, non-magnetotactic mutants of strain MV-1. A liquid culture of
MV-1 was serial diluted in shake tubes of growth medium containing 13 g L"' of Agar Noble
(Difco). After the agar solidified, the headspace of the tubes was aseptically purged with
N]0 for 15 min and over pressurized to approximately 20 psig. Tubes were incubated for
several weeks at 28°C in the dark, by which time black lens-shaped colonies typical of MV-1
were observed. A cream-to-pink colored colony was found in one of the tubes, removed
aseptically, and transferred to liquid medium. Morphological, genetic and biochemical
characteristics showed this strain to be identical MV-1, except that cells were not
magnetotactic and did not produce magnetosomes as demonstrated by transmission electron
microscopy. This strain was designated MV-lnml.

Spread plating cells of MV-1 on solid media routinely gave rise to colonies of two
distinct colors. Some were brown to black in color and contained magnetotactic cells. Others
were pink to cream-colored and contained non-magnetotactic cells. Magnetism was
determined microscopically noting the fraction of cells, living or dead, that reversed direction
or changed orientation when a small magnetic stirring bar, placed about 5 to 10 cm away
from the microscope stage, was rotated 180° from its initial position (11). 20 of these pink to
cream-colored colonies were patched onto reduced anaerobic plates with sterile toothpicks.
Liquid media was dispensed (4 ml) into 9 ml glass vials, capped with rubber septa
and the headspaces were purged with 0%-free N%. These 4 ml cultures were then inoculated
with single colonies of either MV-1 or non-magnetotactic mutants, inside an anaerobic
chamber using sterile toothpicks. The headspaces of these cultures were then aseptically
purged with NzO. After this initial transfer to liquid culture, cells of the non-magnetotactic
mutant strains could easily be cultivated in scaled up liquid cultures of larger volume.

Estimation of growth. Growth was determined by direct cell counts using a Petroff-Hausser
(Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA) cell counting chamber on a Zeiss standard
research phase-contrast microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thomwood, NY). Growth was also
estimated by protein concentration as described below.

Preparation of cell fractions and protein determination. Crude cell-free extracts ofMV-1,
and non-magnetotactic mutants were prepared by harvesting cells by centrifugation at 10,000
x g for 25 min at 4°C. Cells were washed once with 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2) in a
dilute artificial sea water (ASW) (9) and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 25 min at 4°C. Cells

were resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2, Bufkr A), and lysed by three passes
through a French pressure cell at 18,000 psig. The cell lysates were centrifuged at 10,000 x g
for 25 min at 4*C to remove whole cells, cell debris, and magnetosomes.
Periplasm was prepared from cell pellets (as prepared above) by glycine extraction
(41), osmotic shock (60), or chloroform extraction (2). Proteins released during the
chloroform treatment were recovered with 10 mM Tris'HCl buffer (pH 7.2) in ASW to
minimize cell lysis. The integrity of periplasm was determined by the presence of ferric
reductase activity as a cytoplasmic marker and MV-1 cytochrome c-551 as a periplasmic
marker.
Magnetosomes were purified according to the method of Gorby ef a/. (31). Purified
magnetosomes were suspended in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2) containing 1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and incubated at 25°C for 2 h with occasional stirring to extract the
magnetosome membranes. The magnetosomes were removed by centrifugation at 10,000 x g
for 2 min.
Soluble and membrane fractions were prepared by centrifugation of crude cell-free
extracts at 150,000 x g for 2 h at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended with a Dounce
homogenizer in Buffer A containing 1 M KC1, and centrifuged at 150,000 x g for 2 h at 4°C.
The membrane pellet was again Dounce homogenized in Buffer A and designated the
washed membrane fraction. Protein concentrations of cellular fractions were determined by
the method of Bradford (12) as modified by Nelson ef of. (47).

Purification of p!9. Ammonium sulfate was added to periplasmic or soluble fractions of
MV-1 to 50% saturation (m/v). This solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature and

then centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 30 mm The supernatant was removed and the
concentration of ammonium sulfate raised to 90% saturation. This solution was stirred at
room temperature for 1 h and recentrifuged at 10,000 x g for 30 min. The resulting pellet (50
-90% ammonium sulfate fraction) was resuspended in a minimal volume of Buffer A
containing 150 mM KC1 (Buffer B), dialyzed against three changes of Buffer B and
concentrated in a stirred cell containing a YM-10 membrane (Amicon, Beverly, MA). The
concentrated sample was loaded onto a Superdex G-75 FF (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,
Piscataway, NJ) column (2.6 x 60 cm) equilibrated with 2 column volumes of Buffer B.
Fractions were monitored at 280 nm and peaks assayed by SDS-PAGE for the presence of
pi9, after dialysis and concentration in Centricon YM-10 (Amicon) concentrators with
Buffer A. Fractions containing pl9 were concentrated by ultrafiltration in a stirred cell (YM10 membrane) and applied to the Superdex G-75 FF column. Gel filtration revealed pl9 to
behave as a dimer, eluting between 30,000 and 50,000 Da. Fractions containing pl9 were
pooled and dialyzed by ultrafiltration in Buffer A and concentrated in a stirred cell (YM-10
membrane). The sample was loaded on a DEAE-Sepharose FF (Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech) column (2.6 x 30 cm) equilibrated with 2 column volumes of Buffer A. A linear
gradient (500 ml) of400 to 700 mM KC1 was passed over the column. p!9 eluted from the
column at a KC1 concentration of approximately 460 mM. Fractions containing pl9 were
pooled and dialyzed against three changes of Buffer A. Following dialysis, the sample was
concentrated in a stirred cell (YM-10 membrane) and applied to the DEAE-Sepharose FF
column, equilibrated with Buffer A. A linear gradient (100 ml) of 300 to 400 mM KC1 was
passed over the column and pl9 eluted at approximately 370 mM KC1. Pooled fractions
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containing p!9 were dialyzed against three changes of Buffer A and concentrated in a
Centriprep YM-10 (Amicon). The purified protein was stored at -80°C.

Purification of am iron oxidase. Ammonium sulfate fractionation of either MV-1 or MVlnml soluble fraction was performed according to the procedure for pl9 described above.
The 50-90% ammonium sulfate pellet was resuspended in 10 mM Tris'HCl buffer (pH 8.2,
Buffer C), dialyzed against 3 changes of Buffer C, and applied to a DEAE-Sepharose FF
column (5.2 x 6.2 cm) equilibrated with 2 column volumes of Buffer C. The column was
washed with 200 ml of Buffer C, followed by a step gradient with increments of 200 mM
KC1 for one column volume each, with a final concentration of 1 M KC1. Fractions were
dialyzed, concentrated and assayed by SDS-PAGE and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy.
The tactions containing iron oxidase were dialyzed and concentrated in a stirred cell with a
YM-30 membrane and applied to a Superdex G-75 FF column (2.6 x 60 cm) equilibrated
with 2 column volumes of Buffer C plus 150 mM KC1 (Buffer D). The iron oxidase eluted in
the 70,000 to 90,000 Da fraction. The iron oxidase fraction was diluted with Buffer C and
applied to a DEAE-Sepharose FF column (5.2 x 6.2 cm) equilibrated with 2 column volumes
of Buffer C. The void volume contained a blue peak and was concentrated with a stirred cell
containing a YM-30 membrane. The iron oxidase was applied to a Superdex G-200 FF
column (2.6 x 28 cm) equilibrated with 2 column volumes of Buffer D. A blue-colored
fraction, migrating between 70,000 to 90,000 Da was dialyzed with Buffer C and
concentrated with a Centriprep YM-10. The purified protein was stored at -80°C.
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Preparation of antibodies against p!9 and iron oxidase. Polyclonal antisera against MV-1
pi9 and iron oxidase were obtained from New Zealand White rabbits by Animal Pharm
Services, Inc. (Healdsburg, CA). Individual antisera were loaded onto a Protein A Sepharose
CL4B (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) column (2x5 cm) equilibrated with 5 column
volumes of 50 mM Tris (pH 7.0). The columns were washed with 3 column volumes of 50
mM Tris (pH 7.0) and bound immunoglobulin G was eluted with 100 mM citric acid (pH
3.0). The individual purified antibody fractions were pooled and stored at -80°C.

Electrophoresis and immunoblot analysis. SDS-PAGE was accomplished on 12% gels by
the method of Laemmli (39), or the NuPAGE gel system ofNovex (La Jolla, CA) on 10%
Bis-Tris gels using 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfbnic acid (MES) and SDS (pH 7.3) as the
running buffer. Prior to separation, samples were reduced and denatured in the appropriate
SDS sample buffer containing 50 mM dithiothreitol and heated to 90°C for 5 min, unless the
gel was used for detecting c-type cytochromes. Gels were stained for total protein with
Coomassie brilliant blue R250 or for c-type cytochromes with diaminobenzidine (42).
Proteins were transferred to TransBlot polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes
(BioRad, Hercules, CA) using the NuPAGE transfer system (Novex). Membranes were
subjected to treatment with antiserum containing antibodies to purified pl9 or the iron
oxidase. Detection of antibody reaction was performed with (he Opti 4CN system (BioRad,
Hercules, CA) according to the manufacturer's directions. The isoelectric point for pi9 and
the iron oxidase were determined using Novex IEF pH 3-10 gels as directed by the
manufacturer.
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N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis. N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis was
performed by Edman degradation with an Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) 492 Procise
Protein Sequencer coupled with a model 140C Analyzer by the Protein Facility at Iowa State
University.

Analytical ultracentrifugation, heme c determination, and spectroscopy. Sedimentation
equilibrium experiments on purified p!9 were carried out with a Beckman Optima XL-A
analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with a Beckman An-60 Ti rotor (Fullerton, CA). The
reference and sample cell assemblies were monitored at a wavelength of 280 nm with rotor
speeds of 10,000 and 13,000 rpm at 4°C. Heme c concentrations were measured by the
pyridine ferrohemochromogen method (25, 30). Optical absorption spectroscopy was
performed with an SLM Aminco DW-2000 spectrophotometer (Rochester, NY) in the split
beam mode.

Measurement of media and whole cell iron content. All glassware was immersed
overnight in 0.1 N HNO; (not trace metal grade) and rinsed 5 times with Nanopure water
(Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA). Total iron content of fresh culture media was accomplished
by aseptically removing 10 ml of media by syringe and immediately acidified to 1% HC1. For
whole cell total iron analysis, cells of MV-1 and MV-lnml were harvested and washed as
described above except that the procedure was carried out under in an anaerobic chamber.
Cell pellets were digested by adding 10 ml of concentrated HNO3, and the volume reduced to
approximately 1 to 2 ml by heating at 95° C. The digests were allowed to cool and the
process was repeated with 5 ml of concentrated HC1. After cooling, 5 ml of HCIO4 (70%)
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was added and the volume reduced with heating (95" C) between 0.5 to 1 ml. Each digest
was diluted to either 50 or 100 ml with 1% HC1 in a volumetric flask. Acids for cell pellet
digestion were trace metal grade from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Total iron was
assayed using the ferrozine reagent (55). Each reaction contained 1.25% hydroxylamine-HCl
(Acros, Pittsburgh, PA), 0.5 mM ferrozine, 260 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 10.0) and
when necessary, Buffer A to a volume of 1 ml. Absorbance of the reactions was measured at
562 nm after 10 min.

Metal analysis of p!9 and iron oxidases. Purified pl9 (5 ^iM) was mixed with an equimolar
amount of copper or iron from 5 mM stock solutions of CuCk or FeSO,, respectively, in
Buffer A. The total volume of each sample was 1 ml. The samples were incubated at room
temperature for 1 h and individually passed through a Sephadex G-25 column (2x6 cm),
equilibrated with 3 column volumes of Buffer A, to remove the excess copper and iron salts
from protein. The protein fractions and unbound metal fractions were collected from the
desalting column and volumes adjusted to 5 ml with Buffer A. The above samples, a 5 ^M
solution of purified pl9 and 1 pM solutions of each metal salt were measured for copper and
iron content using a Perkin Elmer (Norwalk, CT) Model 1100B atomic absorption
spectrometer. Purified iron oxidases from MV-1 and MV-lnml were each diluted to 1 nmol
ml"' in Buffer C and measured for copper content using a Hewlett-Packard 4500 Series ICPMS (Wilmington, DE). Standards for metal analyses were from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh,
PA).
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Determination of enzyme activities. Enzyme activities were measured aerobically at room
temperature on a SLM Aminco DW-2000 spectrophotometer (Rochester, NY) in the split
beam mode. Iron oxidase assays were performed as described by de Silva et al. (21), except
that reaction volumes were 1 ml.
Iron reduction was measured by the method of Dailey and Lascelles (17). The 1 ml
assay mixture contained 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2), 0.4 mM NADH, 0.2 mM ferric
citrate, and 1 pM flavin mononucleotide (FMN). Following 10 min of incubation in the
dark, ferrozine was added to 0.5 mM and the reaction was initiated by the addition of protein.
The reaction was monitored for an increase in absorbance at 562 nm.

Detection of siderophore activity. Liquid media (80 ml) for siderophore assay experiments
was prepared as described above except that nitrilotriacetic acid and resazurin were omitted.
Uninnoculated media for each individual iron condition were prepared for use as references.
Spent culture media were passed through 0.22 pm filters after centrifugation of cells as
described above. The chrome-azurol sulfonate (CAS) shuttle assay (53) for siderophore
detection was performed as modified by Payne (50) and expressed as % siderophore units.
The ferric perchlorate assay for the presence of hydroxymate and (5) and Amow assay (3) for
the presence of catechol were performed as previously described (50).

PGR. Degenerate primers were used to amplify a 255 bp region of the pi 9 gene in strain
MV-1. The forward primer, 5' — ATGGARGTNATGGG - 3% was designed from the Nterminus of pl9 from MV-1 and the reverse primer, 5' - GCNCCRTARTGNGG - 3% was
designed from a well-conserved region found downstream in pl9 homologues from
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C o m p y / o f x z c f e r ( 3 6 ) , Treponema pofMwm (56) and Yergmia pesfw (15). Amino acid
sequence data were compared to the GenBank and EMBL databases using the BLAST?
program (1). The PGR reaction contained 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 50 mM KC1,2 mM
MgClz, 0.1% Triton X-100,0.2 mM dNTPs, 25 pmol of both forward and reverse primers, 5
Units of Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and 10 ng of MV-1 genomic DNA
in a total volume of 100 pi. This PGR reaction mixture was subjected to the following
parameters: one cycle at 95*C for 1 min followed by 25 cycles of 95*C for 30 s, 51°C for 30
s, and 72°C for 30 s, with no final extension step at 72°C. PGR amplification of a 900 bp
fragment from genomic DNA of MV-lnml and four non-magnetotactic mutants isolated
from plate cultures with primers (5' - GATGTGCG111GGTGAAG - 3'and 5' AATAGACCAACGGACAGA - 3') specific for the cApA was accomplished by subjecting a
100 pi PCR reaction (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 50 mM KC1, 2 mM MgCh, 0.1% Triton X100,0.2 mM dNTPs, 25 pmol of both forward and reverse primers, 5 Units of Taq DNA
polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI) and 10 ng of non-magnetotactic mutant genomic DNA
to the following parameters: one cycle at 95°C for 1 min followed by 15 cycles of 95°C for
30 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min The Iowa
State University DNA Synthesis and Sequencing Facility synthesized all primers used in this
work.

Recombinant DNA techniques. A genomic library ofMV-1 was prepared in the cosmid
vector, SuperCos 1 (Stratagene), according to manufacturer's directions and modifications by
Dean (22). The 255 bp PCR product was electrophoresed on a 3% NuSieve 3:1 agarose gel
(FMC BioProducts, Rockland, ME), purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen,

Santa Clarita, CA), and cloned using the Zero Blunt PCR Cloning Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). A cosmid clone (c2F9), containing the pi9 gene, was digested with EcoRI (Life
Technologies, Bethesda, MD) and subcloned into EcoRI restricted, desphosphorylated Puc
18 (Bayou Biolabs, Harahan, LA), using T4 DNA ligase (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg,
MD) according to Sambrook et al. (51) and transformed into E. co/f DH5a. The plasmid,
pBD619 was isolated from this subclone library by Southern hybridization (see below). For
sequence analysis, plasmid DNA was purified using the Plasmid Midiprep Kit (Qiagen) and
sequenced on an ABI377 automated sequencer (Perkin-Elmer/ABI, Foster City, CA). The
900 bp fragment amplified from the non-magnetotactic mutant strains were cloned using the
pGem* T-Easy Vector System I (Promega), after gel purification. DNA sequencing was
performed at the Iowa State University DNA Synthesis and Sequencing Facility.

Southern hybridizations. Genomic DNA from all bacterial strains was isolated as
previously described (37). Genomic DNA (-10 |ig) was digested with several restriction
endonucleases as directed by the manufacturers. Agarose gel electrophoresis, preparation of
colony blots and transfer of denatured DNA onto nylon membranes via capillary action, were
performed as previously described (51). DNA probes were prepared from pBD619 by
digestion with the restriction endonucleases indicated followed by gel purification, 3.4 kb
(Smal, fcoRI), iron permease M/ZII, ZkrGI), and ferrodoxin-like (TVcol ). The DNA probe
used for detection of the pl9 gene was the cloned 255 bp PCR product. The double stranded
probes were radioactively labeled by the random hexamer priming method (28), using the
Random Primers DNA Labeling System. Unincorporated nucleotides and buffer exchange
was accomplished with Microspin S-300 HR columns according to manufacturers directions.

Prehybridization of genomic and colony blots was done in 6X SSPE (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM
NaHzPO^ 10 mM NaEDTA), 0.5% SDS, 100 mg/ml denatured, fragmented salmon sperm
DNA, and 5X Denhardt's reagent (51). Genomic and colony blots were hybridized in 6X
SSPE, 0.5% SDS, and 100 mg/ml denatured, fragmented salmon sperm DNA at 42°C. All
Southern blots were imaged using standard autoradiography (51).

Small subunit rRNA gene sequencing. The 16S rDNA of MV-lnml was amplified from
genomic DNA, using primers Fdl and Rdl according to the method of Weissburg ef a/. (63),
with the annealing temperature being changed to 56°C. The amplified products were purified
on MicroSpin S-300 HR spin columns. Purified PCR were cloned using the pGem* T-Easy
Vector System I and transformed into chemically competent E. co/z DH5a (35). Plasmid
DNA for insert analysis and sequencing was prepared as describe above.

Transcript analysis. Total RNA was isolated from MV-1, MV-lnml andMefAjVococcwa
copWafws Bath by the extraction with polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000 protocol of
Hepinstall (33), followed by purification on a cushion of CsCl (51). Formaldehyde gel
electrophoresis of total RNA was carried out according to the method of Bryant and Manning
(14) and transfer to nylon membranes by the alkaline capillary transfer procedure of Low
(40). Transcript analysis and probe labeling was performed as described above for Southern
hybridizations except all solutions were made with 1% diethyl polycarbonate (DEPC) treated
water and autoclaved prior to use (40). Northern blots were imaged using standard
autoradiography (51). All glassware used during manipulations of RNA was baked overnight
atl80°C.
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Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The nucleotide sequences of the MV-1 3.5 kb
cApA region and cApA from MV-lnml have been deposited in the GenBank and EMBL
databases and assigned the accession numbers XXXXXXXX and XXXXXXXX,
respectively.

Results
Isolation and growth of a spontaneous, non-magnetotactic mutant strain of MV-1.
While cells of strain MV-1 typically produce black lens-shaped colonies in shake tubes, pink
to cream-colored, lens-shaped colonies were observed in a shake tube of solid medium of
serially diluted MV-1. A single pink to cream-colored colony was aseptically removed, and
inoculated into sterile growth medium for further characterization. With respect to cell
morphology, specific growth characteristics (e.g., anaerobic growth on N2O, growth as
microaerophilic bands of cells in oxygen gradient cultures), and motility, cells of this isolate
looked and behaved identically to those of the parent, MV-1, except they did not exhibit
magnetotaxis. Transmission electron microscopy revealed that these cells did not produce
magnetosomes (6). Specific biochemical tests (e.g., acetylene reduction, carbon source
utilization) were also performed on this isolateand results were identical with those for MV-1
(6). Sequence analysis of the 16S rDNA of MV-lnml showed 99.9% sequence identity to
MV-1 (data not shown). The strain has not shown reversion to the magnetotactic phenotype
over a period of several years of continuous transfer. Thus, this strain appears to be a stable,
spontaneous, non-magnetotactic mutant of MV-1. Except where noted, MV-lnml was used
in all following comparative studies.

Growth of MV-1 and MV-lnml on solid media. Growth as colonies ofMV-1 and MVlnml on solid media was accomplished by streaking or spread plating cells onto the surface
of solidified growth medium and incubated under microaerobic (1% 0%: 99% N%) or
anaerobic (100% N;0) conditions. However, conventional petri plates (15 mm) did not
support growth of either strain on solid media. Colony formation on plates required the use of
large petri plates (25 mm), where the thickness of die agar (16 to 20 mm) was 2-3 times that
of a conventional agar plate. As observed from cell pellets of liquid cultures, cells ofMV-1
formed black colonies and those ofMV-lnml pink to cream-colored colonies on these
plates. Formation of colonies was visible on plates after 15 to 20 days of incubation at 28°C,
regardless of which terminal electron acceptor was supplied.
To determine the prevalence of occurrence of non-magnetotactic mutants, cells from
colonies of MV-lnml spread-plated or streaked onto agar plates of fresh medium only
formed pink to cream-colored colonies and cells of these new colonies remained nonmagnetotactic. However, when cells ofMV-1 were spread-plated or streaked onto fresh
media they mainly formed black colonies (typical ofMV-1) with some pink to creamcolored colonies containing non-magnetotactic cells consistently observed. When these latter
colonies were transferred to liquid media, cells retained a non-magnetotactic phenotype.
Cells from black colonies ofMV-1 continued to exhibit magnetotaxis when transferred to
liquid media. The occurrence of pink colonies from microaerobically incubated MV-1 plate
cultures was greater than that of plate cultures anaerobically incubated under an N%0
atmosphere.
Plate cultures of MV-1 incubated anaerobically under NzO gave rise to more colonies
of magnetotactic cells than those incubated microaerobically. This was consistent with the

stronger magnetotactic response and the greater number of magnetosomes produced by cells
ofMV-1 grown anaerobically with NzO versus those grown microaerobically (8)
Twenty spontaneous, non-magnetotactic mutants were isolated, grown in liquid
medium and examined microscopically for cell morphology, motility and cell magnetism. All
of these new isolates displayed the normal vibrioid cell morphology typical ofMV-1, were
motile, but showed no magnetic response. These characteristics were identical to those of
original non-magnetotactic mutant, MV-lnml.

Effect of media iron concentration on cell associated iron and biomass. Table 1 shows
the iron content of crude cell free extracts and protein yields ofMV-1 and MV-lnml. In
characterizing the iron uptake ofMV-1 and MV-lnml under low iron conditions (-3 pM)
the growth characteristics differed. When subjected to 10 consecutive transfers in low iron
media, final cell yields (as cell numbers) of MV-lnml at stationary phase were comparable
to those of cultures grown in high iron media (-1.1 x 10* cells ml '). However, when MV-1
was treated similarly, cells remained magnetotactic and produced magnetosomes, but the
final cell yield was 23 ± 10% of that for MV-lnml grown under low iron conditions.
Because direct cell counts are not always the best indicator of final cell yields, total
cell protein was measured as a means to compare total biomass. When MV-1 was grown
under low iron conditions, magnetotaxis was retained, but protein yields were approximately
30% of that of MV-lnml. This result agrees well with the cell count data of the strains when
grown at the same low iron conditions. At high iron conditions the protein yields ofMV-1
and MV-lnml were comparable. MV-lnml cultured in high iron media (i.e. > 25 pM),
never displayed magnetotaxis. Providing copper in the mineral solution to final
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concentrations of 2, 5, and 10 pM also did not rescue the magnetotactic phenotype of MVlnml.
Under low iron conditions MV-1 remains magnetotactic, whether the decreased
amount of cell-associated iron is due to less magnetosomes per cell was not determined,
however previous experiments under low iron conditions have shown that MV-1 contains
roughly half the magnetosomes as compared to growth in high conditions (6). It appeared
that the limited growth ofMV-1 is partially due to limited incorporation of iron into cellular
constituents. This was evidenced by comparison of heme c content mg protein"' of the
soluble fractions ofMV-1 and MV-lnml grown under low iron conditions. The soluble
A-action ofMV-1 grown under low iron conditions contained roughly 50% of the heme c mg
protein"' of that found in the MV-lnml (data not shown). With the retention of the
magnetotactic phenotype and the decrease in heme c under the iron-limited growth condition,
it appeared that MV-1 continued to synthesize magnetosomes to the detriment of cell growth.

Siderophore activity and response to media iron concentration. To determine if
siderophore activity could account for the differences in iron uptake, liquid spent culture
fluids ofMV-1 and MV-lnml were compared. Both strains showed CAS reactivity (Fig. 1).
The amount of siderophore activity of either strain was affected by media iron concentration,
with an apparent repression of this activity beginning at different iron concentrations for the
two strains. Cultures ofMV-1 exhibited a consistent level (average of 17.6 % siderophore
units) of siderophore activity under low media iron concentrations (< 25 pM) and an
apparent repression of this activity at iron concentrations of > 50 pM. The siderophore
activity in cultures of MV-lnml was highest at 5 pM iron which was approximately 50% of
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the activity found in MV-1 cultures with apparent repression of this activity as media iron
concentration increased. The decreased siderophore activities observed under the iron-limited
growth conditions (-3 ^iM) could be due to the limited growth ofMV-1 under this condition
and suggested that MV-lnml experienced stress from iron-limitation, although this was not
observed in direct cell counts, biomass measurements or heme c content of the soluble
fraction.
Attempts to determine the chemical nature of this siderophore activity were made by
employing the ferric perchlorate assay for hydroxamates (5) and the Amow assay for
catechol/phenolate types of siderophores (3). The ferric perchlorate assay resulted in a visible
blue color change that faded within minutes suggesting that a hydroxamate siderophore is
present but may be unstable at the pH of the assay. There was no reaction in the Amow
assay.

Protein profiles ofMV-1 and MV-lnml. Protein profiles of soluble and membrane
fractions ofMV-1 and MV-lnml showed several differences, the most prominent being the
absence of a major protein with an apparent molecular weight of 19,000 Da in the MV-lnml
soluble fraction (Fig. 2).

Isolation of the periplasmic fraction. To help elucidate the function of pi 9, the cellular
location of this soluble 19,000 Da polypeptide in MV-1 was determined. Three methods for
the extraction of periplasmic proteins were examined and qualitatively compared by SDSPAGE. Periplasmic protein profiles obtained through osmotic shock (60) and glycine
extractions (41) were very similar, each containing 10 to 15 proteins bands. Chloroform

extraction (2) was less effective and resulted in considerable cell lysis. While glycine
extraction was simple and worked well, subsequent lysis of the spheroplasts ofMV-1 by
disruption in a French pressure cell was not obtainable. Thus, the preferred method for
periplasm extraction from MV-1 was with osmotic shock (Fig. 3). Using this procedure, the
periplasmic fraction from MV-1 accounted for 6.9% of the cellular protein, a value consistent
with other Gram-negative species (2). Iron reductase activity was assayed in MV-1, a known
cytoplasmic enzyme in M magnefo&zcfzcum (48), indicating a cytoplasmic location for pl9
in MV-1. A low molecular weight c-type cytochrome (cytochrome c-551) copurified from
this periplasmic extract and was absent from cytoplasmic fraction obtained with osmotic
shock. Since soluble, low molecular weight c-type cytochromes are not known to exist in the
cytoplasmic fractions of bacteria or mitochondria, the N-terminal region of pl9 contains a
leader peptide sequence, and the iron reductase activity requires NADH +

(which is not

present in the periplasm or outer membrane) these results were taken as evidence for a
periplasmic location for pl9 (34). Iron reductase activity was also present in MV-lnml but
the cellular location was not determined (Table 2).

Purification and properties of p!9. The soluble protein, pi9, was purified to homogeneity
from a periplasmic extract ofMV-1 (Fig. 3). When purified, the protein eluted on a
molecular mass column around 30,000 to 40,000 Da. Analytical centrifugation experiments
confirmed purified pl9 was homodimeric with a molecular mass of 34,600 Da. With the
exception of the absorption maximum at 280 nm, pi 9 had no UV-visible absorption spectral
characteristics and contained 0.5 copper atoms per dimer. When analyzed after incubation
with an equimolar amount of copper and desalted by gel filtration, pl9 was found to contain

1 copper atom per dimer (Table 3). Iron was also tested and pl9 was found to contain 0.15
atom of iron per dimer. The N-terminal sequence of pi 9 showed homology to a previously
described Fur-regulated, 19,000 Da periplasmic protein of C. ye/ww (36,62). Isoelectric
focusing showed pl9 be an acidic protein with a pi of 4.8, consistent with the C ye/w/H
homologue (36).
Immunoblot analysis of soluble and salt-washed (1 M KC1) membrane fractions from
MV-1 grown under low to high iron concentrations, showed the expression of pl9 to be
regulated by iron concentration (Fig. 4). Levels of pl9 were highest under low iron, and
responded inversely to media iron concentration to 50 pM. At concentrations > 50 pM, levels
of pl9 appeared to plateau. This result is in contrast with the expression of the pl9 homolog
from C.ye/wf», which is repressed at 40 pM iron. Expression of pl9 in C.has been
shown to be under transcriptional control of the Fur (ferric uptake regulator) protein although
the function of this protein has not been determined (62). The presence of periplasmic pl9 in
the salt-washed membrane fraction, suggested that some form of pl9 might be peripherally
associated with the outer or cytoplasmic membranes in MV-1 (Fig 4.).

Cloning of the p!9 structural gene, c&pA (copper handling protein). To isolate the
structural gene for pi 9, Southern hybridization of an EcoRI subclone library of cosmid c2F9
in pUC18 with the 255 bp pl9 gene probe was performed and led to the isolation of pBD619.
pBD619 contains a 5.7 kb EcoRI DNA fragment and sequencing revealed the presence of an
approximately 3.5 kb region containing six open reading frames (orfs). The first four orfs
encoded for peptides that showed homology to a family of iron permease proteins known as
the Ftrlp permease family. Proteins of the Ftrlp permease fiamily share the EXXE motif that

has been shown to be involved in iron transport (54). The fifth orf encoded for a protein of
unknown function, however it contained three ferredoxin motifs (CXXXCP and CXXCXXC;
13). The sixth orf was cApA, the gene encoding pl9. Comparison and alignment of the
complete amino acid sequence of pl9 and homologous sequences showed the following
identities and similarities, M
(57%, 67%),
and yerswiKZ

(47%, 59%), vdcfwzobzcf/A#
(53%, 67%) C.ye/wn; (48%, 62%),

(57%, 67%) (Fig. 5). Sequence analysis of the DNA containing the six

orfs for homology to the E. coA Fur box consensus sequence revealed 19 bp, 90 bp upstream
of the start codon for the first orf, with 89.5% sequence identity. (27). Another Fur box
showing 78.9% identity was found within the N-terminal region of cApA.
A comparison of the genetic organization of putative opérons containing cApA from
MV-1, C. yg/wH, X pesfw, and

are shown in Figure 6. cApA was shown

to be immediately downstream of the FTR1 iron permease homologue from C.jg/wm, X
and 21

Purification and properties of iron oxidase. During the purification of pl9, a bluish-green
colored band was observed on a gel filtration column with a molecular mass between 70,000
and 90,000 Da. This bluish-green material was further separated by anion-exchange and gel
filtration chromatography and found to have iron oxidase activity. This iron oxidase was
purified to homogeneity from the soluble fractions ofMV-1 and MV-lnml by ammonium
sulfate fractionation, anion exchange and gel filtration chromatography. In NuPAGE gels, the
iron oxidase migrated as a single band with an apparent molecular weight of 81,000 Da (Fig.
3). This was consistent with the molecular mass of 77,000 to 85,000 Da determined by gel
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filtration. Table 3 shows the characteristics determined for die iron oxidase. The iron oxidase
is a neutral protein with a pi of 7.0. Metal analysis of the iron oxidases from MV-1 and MVlnml showed that both enzymes contained 4.1 ± 0.1 and 4.1 ± 0.6 copper atoms per
molecule, respectively. The iron oxidase is light blue in color and displays absorbance
maxima at 280 and 660 nm (Fig. 7). The blue color and absorbance in the 600 nm range was
attributed to the presence of a type 1 Cu^ site. The MV-1 enzyme showed a specific iron
oxidase activity of 0.61 ± 0.007 pM Fe^ produced-min'-mg protein"' (Table 3). The MVlnml enzyme was also active with a specific iron oxidase activity of 0.36 ± 0.06 pM Fe^
produced-min"' -mg protein"'. Like pl9, expression of the iron oxidase showed an inverse
relationship to media iron concentration. The molecular, spectral, and enzymatic activities of
the putative iron oxidases from both strains ofMV-1 were similar to the Fet3p iron oxidase
from AzccAaromycec cerevwKze (21,32).
The N-terminal sequence (ADSLDDVMKRRGLTEKDVLAAAKTYVPXG) of the
MV-1 iron oxidase was determined. A BLAST search of the M mognefo&zcfzcwm genome
revealed a sequence with significant homology to the MV-1 iron oxidase. This information
can be found at the Joint Genome Institute website
(http://www.jgi.doe.gov/tempweb/JGI_microbial/html/index.html) where the incomplete
genome sequence of M magMgfo&zcficum is available.

Molecular characterization of non-magnetotactic mutants of MV-1. Cell free extracts of
MV-1, MV-lnml and 20 non-magnetotactic mutants ofMV-1 isolated from solid media
were screened for the presence of pl9 and the iron oxidase. As in MV-lnml, pl9 was not
expressed by any of the non-magnetotactic mutants (Fig. 8). However, also like MV-lnml,
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immunoblot analysis showed the presence of the iron oxidase in all of these mutants.
Genomic DNA ofMV-1 and MV-lnml were hybridized with a 3.4 kb probe specific to the 6
orfs (comprising the cApA region) and probes specific to the putative iron permease gene, the
putative ferrodoxin-like gene, and cApA. Hybridization of each probe confirmed the
presence of these two putative genes and cApA in the genome of MV-lnml and showed they
are located on the corresponding DNA restriction fragments of the MV-1 genome (Fig. 9).
Total RNA from MV-1 and MV-lnml were analyzed by Northern hybridization in
order to determine whether cApA and the two putative genes upstream from it comprised a
single polycistronic mRNA or they reside on separate transcripts. The DNA probes used for
the detection of mRNA(s) were the same used for Southern hybridizations. The amounts of
rRNA were observed in ethidium bromide stained gels confirming the even loading of total
RNA. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 10. The 3.4 kb probe (which spans the
DNA of all three individual probes) hybridized to an mRNA transcript approximately 3.4 kb
in size in MV-1 and MV-lnml. The probe for the putative iron permease gene appeared to
hybridize to this same transcript, again in both strains. However, the probe for the putative
ferrodoxin-like gene did not hybridize to a transcript in either strain.
Interestingly, the cApA probe for pl9 hybridized to a different, approximately 1.6 kb
transcript in both MV-1 and MV-lnml. The size of the 3.4 kb transcript was large enough to
encode for all three of the proteins, but these results indicate that the genes were not present
on a single polycistronic mRNA. The 1.6 kb transcript was large enough to encode for pl9.
The level of hybridization to each individual probe indicates that the 3.4 and 1.6 kb
transcripts were present in the same amounts in both strains. Hybridization of the cApA probe
to the 1.6 kb transcript in MV-lnml was surprising because the synthesis of pl9 appears to
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be completely absent in this mutant.
A 900 bp PCR product of the cApA region was amplified from genomic DNA of MVlnml and four of the non-magnetotactic mutants ofMV-1 isolated from solid media showed
the presence of cApA in these strains. The primers for this PCR product were designed to
include a region starting 226 bp upstream of the pl9 start codon and ending 119 bp
downstream of the stop codon. Sequencing of the PCR products confirmed the identity of the
target region. However, the sequences revealed two bp changes within the structural gene of
pl9 (Fig. 11) from all five non-magnetotactic mutants analyzed. The two transversions
occurred at base pairs +110 (AT to TA) and +145 (GC to TA; bp upstream of the cApA start
codon) in wobble positions and did not result in amino acid substitutions in the encoded
peptide. The MV-1 and MV-lnml cApA sequences surrounding the two transversions
contained the sequence 5'-ACGGAAGGAGGT- 3' and 12 bp downstream was the
complementary sequence 5'-CCTCCAGCCCGT- 3' (Fig. 11) which might cause a stem-loop
secondary structure in the pl9 transcript. Since the same two transversions were present in all
five non-magnetotactic mutants analyzed, their appearance was most likely not the result of
random mutations. However, a physiological mechanism might responsible for the complete
repression of pl9 in the non-magnetotactic mutants.

Discussion
This paper describes the first spontaneous, non-magnetotatic mutants ofMV-1 that do
not produce magnetosomes and demonstrates physiological, biochemical and genetic
differences between these mutants and MV-1. The non-magnetotactic mutants described
herein were studied because the nature of the non-magnetotactic phenotype was the absence
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of magnetosomes. Although the spontaneous mutation(s) responsible for the nonmagnetotactic phenotype are potentially pleiotropic, these non-magnetotactic mutants may
prove invaluable in determining the mechanism of magnetosome biosynthesis. In addition to
the non-magnetotatic phenotype, all non-magnetotatic mutants examined indicated the
absence of an iron uptake system that appeared to be related to magnetosome biosynthesis.
Physiological characterization of MV-lnml identified an iron-regulated, periplasmic
protein, pi9. Protein and microbial genome sequence databases contain several pl9
homologues, most from Gram-negative pathogens and one from the magnetotactic species,
MzgngfospW/wm magmefoùzcdcwm (Fig. 5; 1). All pl9 homologues contained at least one of
the amino acid motifs (M-X-M, M-Xz-M), characteristic of the copper transport proteins
found in

cerevùûze, the best characterized of which is Ctrlp (18,20,38). pl9

contains three of these copper-handling motifs. Ctrlp is a copper transport protein and is an
integral plasma membrane component for a copper-dependent, high-affinity iron transport
system. This copper permease is responsible for the transport of copper across the plasma
membrane and eventual incorporation into the multi-copper, iron oxidase, Fet3p, which is
involved and required in the secretory pathway for high-affinity iron transport in this
organism (4). This secretory pathway for iron transport includes Ftrlp, a high-affinity plasma
membrane iron permease that forms a complex with Fet3p in & cermwiae (54).
MV-1 and MV-lnml both express a periplasmic, copper-containing iron oxidase that
have similar molecular, spectral and enzymatic activities as Fet3p. We reasoned that pl9
might have a similar copper transport function as Ctrlp. Based on our current hypothesis, the
iron oxidase in MV-lnml was expected to be inactive due to a lack of copper. However,
purified iron oxidase from MV-1 and MV-lnml displayed comparable iron oxidase
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activities. It appears that the iron oxidase either acquires its own copper, is not p!9
dependent, or that an additional capable copper chaperone is present in MV-1. Thus far, pl9
has only been studied in C./e/uw (59). The gene encoding for pl9 in C./g/wm is under
transcriptional control of the Fur (ferric uptake regulator) protein. However, the function of
pl9 has not been determined in this organism and a knock-out mutant in the pl9 gene shows
no obvious phenotype (62). Because a strong and obvious phenotypic change appears to
result in MV-lnml because cApA is not expressed (e.g., non-magnetotaxis and the absence
of magnetosomes), MV-1 may be an excellent model organism for the determination of the
function ofpl9.
The gene (cApA) that encodes for pl9 was located with two upstream genes, one of
which encodes for a protein with strong homology to members of the FTR.1 family of iron
permeases (54). The presence of the FTR1 homologue and a Fur box (89.5% identity to
consensus) starting 90 bp upstream of the start codon, linked pl9 to a possible role in iron
uptake in strain MV-1.
Our current model of iron uptake for magnetosome synthesis is shown in Figure 12.
As in the high affinity iron uptake system of the yeast & cerevipwze, our model is comprised
of a periplasmic copper handling protein, pi9, which supplies a periplasmic, multi-copper
iron oxidase with copper. This iron oxidase provides an iron permease with Fe^ that
facilitates the transport of Fe^ across the cytoplasmic membrane ofMV-1, where it is
available for incorporation into the growing magnetosome crystal. Because magnetite is a
mixed valence iron oxide, Fe^ could be provided by a cytoplasmic Fe^ reductase. Fe^
reductase activity was found in MV-1 and localized to the cytoplasm. MV-lnml also showed
Fe^ reductase activity (Table 3).

This proposed iron uptake system appears to be specific for magnetosome
biosynthesis. Since the addition of high concentrations of iron failed to reverse the nonmagnetotactic phenotype, MV-lnml acquires enough iron for growth apparently through one
or more separate iron uptake systems. Many bacteria are known to have multiple mechanisms
for iron uptake to support their growth. MV-1 and MV-lnml also produce siderophore
activity, which is another indication that these strains have multiple pathways of iron
acquisition.
Though no function has been found for pl9, all three components for a high-affinity
iron transport system were found in MV-1 and may be important in providing iron for
magnetosome biomineralization. Under low iron conditions (- 3 pM), MV-1 up-regulated
the expression of two periplasmic components of this proposed iron transport system and
continued to synthesize magnetosomes to the detriment of cell growth. In contrast to
AfagMe&wpfn/Zum

and Af

magnetotactic bacteria that

grow to normal cell yields and do not produce magnetosomes when the major source of iron
is omitted from the growth medium, MV-1 continued to produce magnetosomes under ironlimiting conditions (11, 52). Under low iron conditions (-3 pM) the apparent obligate
production of magnetosomes starved MV-1 cells of iron and limited their growth. This
limited growth ofMV-1 at low iron appeared to be due to iron limitation and incorporation of
iron into cellular constituents, based on heme c content mg protein"'. These results suggest
that the magnetite in magnetosomes is not a form of iron storage for cells and MV-1 cannot
use iron in magnetite for growth.
Because of the difference in cell count and biomass (based on total protein) under
low iron concentrations and the spontaneous nature of the non-magnetotatic phenotype, we
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expected that the non-magnetotatic phenotype would dominate die culture under low iron
conditions. However, cells ofMV-1 in liquid culture remained magnetotactic even after 10
transfers under low iron conditions. These results suggest that either the spontaneous
mutation(s) described in this report did not occur in liquid culture or the presence of
magnetosomes provided an unrecognized competitive advantage to this strain under
laboratory conditions.
Although no definitive function for pi 9 has been found or what physiological role the
iron oxidase plays in MV-1, the cellular response to media iron concentration suggests they
each have a possible role in the acquisition of iron. pl9 may function as a copper chaperone
for the iron oxidase or sequester copper for release when copper becomes limiting.
Recently, we have determined that MV-lnml is a deletion mutant (6). However, the
structural gene for pl9, cApA, is present in MV-lnml but is not expressed. Examination of
the DNA sequence data and transcript analysis suggested that the & cerevmae iron permease
homologue might be expressed in MV-1. This iron permease homologue might have the
same function as Ftrlp, and work in concert with the iron oxidase in iron acquisition for
magnetosome synthesis in a manner similar to the high-affinity iron uptake in & cerevinae.
The conserved two bp transversions within the structural gene (cApA) for pl9 in MV-lnml
and the other non-magnetotactic mutants examined, lead us to conclude that a physiological
mechanism exists for these mutations. How these mutations affect the expression in these
non-magnetotactic mutants is unclear. Our results show that cApA was transcribed in MVlnml and sequence analysis revealed the presence of a region potentially capable of forming
a stem-loop structure in the pi9 transcript that could possibly block initiation and translation
of the transcript. The mechanism responsible for this complicated regulation deserves further
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study. We propose transcriptional and translational fusions with pi9 in a heterologous
system, such as

co/;, to test what elements are responsible for this phenomenon and

elucidate how this regulation works.
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Table 1. Effect of media iron concentration on cell associated iron and biomass in MV-1 and MV-lnml.
MV-1
MV-lnml
Fe
Fe
Initial Fe (pM)* Protein (mg)"
Initial Fe (pM)* Protein (mg)°
(nmol mg pmtein

3.3 ± 0.2
0.8 ±0.1
222 ±44
3.0 ±0.1
29.6 ± 0.2
790 ± 1
2.2 ±0.1
28.3 ±0.1
54.0 ± 0.2
2.3 ±0.1
55.6 ± 0.2
897 ± 1
106 ±0
2.2 ± 0.2
964 ±0
105 ±0
* Total cell protein from 80 ml of culture media.
* Values represent means ± standard deviation of triplicate analyses.

(nmol mg protein"')*

2.6 ± 0.4
2.6 ± 0.2
2.9 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.1

12.0 ± 0.5
16.3 ± 0.3
11.6 ±0.5
43.7 ± 3.8
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Table 2. Localization of Fe^ reductase activity in cell
fractions of MV-1 and MV-lnml.
_
Fe^ Reductase
^
(pmol Fe^ produced min ' mg"')"
MV-1
Crude cell-6ee extract
6.9 ± 0.3
Periplasmic faction
1.8 ± 0.1
Cytoplasmic fraction
20.2 ±1.1
Membrane fraction
ND*
MV-lnml
Crude cell-free extract
7.3 ± 0.4
" Values represent means ± standard deviation of triplicate
measurements.
* ND, not detected.
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Table 3. Properties of p!9 and iron oxidase from Strain MV-1
Value(s) for:
Property
p!9
iron oxidase
Molecular Mass
Ultracentriguation (Da)
34,600 ± 500
ND*
Subunit molecular mass (Da)
SDS-PAGE
19,000
81,000
Translated amino acid sequence
17,600
ND
Copper content (atoms molecule"')
1.00 ± 0.02
4.1 ± 0.1
Isoelectric point
4.8
7.0
Absorption maxima (nm)
280
660, 743,839
Molar absorptivity (mM' cm"')
2.9 (e<*o nm - e^o nm)
Specific oxidase activity
Fe^ (nmol produced min"' mg"')
0.61 ± 0.007
"ND, not determined.

Figure Captions
FIG. 1 Siderophore activity in response to media iron concentration from cell free, spent
culture fluid as measured by the Chrome Azurol Sulfonate (CAS) assay. MV-1, solid
bars; MV-lnml, open bars. The x-axis is the amended iron concentration (pM) of
the media. The data shown are mean values of triplicate measurements, the error bars
represent one standard deviation.
FIG. 2. SDS-PAGE of proteins from different cell fractions of MV-1 and MV-lnml. Lanes:
MV-1 soluble fraction, A; MV-lnml soluble fraction, B; MV-1 membrane fraction,
C; MV-lnml membrane fraction, D; MV-1 magnetosome membrane fraction, MM;
molecular weight standards, MW. Arrows denote pi9 (A) and three unique
magnetosome membrane proteins of MV-1 (MM). All lanes were loaded with -10
pg of protein.
FIG. 3. SDS-PAGE of periplasmic fraction, purified pl9 and purified iron oxidase from
MV-1. Lanes: A, osmotic shock periplasmic fraction (-2 pg; B, purified pl9 (-1
Mg); C, purified iron oxidase (-1 ng); MW, molecular weight standards.
FIG. 4. Iron regulation of pl9 and the iron oxidase in cell fractions of MV-1. Amended iron
concentration (pM) of the media is indicated above. Immunoblot analysis of soluble
and membrane (1M KC1 washed) protein fractions of MV-1. pl9 Sol, soluble
fraction; pl9 Mem, membrane fraction; Fe Ox Sol, soluble fraction.
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FIG. 5. Alignment of derived amino acid sequences of pi 9 homologues. White lettering on
black background indicates identical amino acids; black lettering on gray
background indicates a conservative amino acid substitution; *, indicates M-X-M/MXg-M copper transporter motifs;

indicates the location of a proline hinge motif.

MV-1, MV-1; Mmagnet, Afagne/asp/nY/wm magnefofacficzwn; Aactino,
; Bpertus,

Cjejuni,

yg/wni; Ypestis, yiergm/a
FIG. 6. Genetic organization of putative cApA opérons. A, putative cApA operon from strain
MV-1; B, representation of putative cApA opérons 6om C.yg/wm, K

and Z

poZ/w/wm.
FIG. 7. UV-visible spectrum ofMV-1 periplasmic, iron oxidase. The purified iron oxidase
spectrum was recorded at room temperature in 10 mM Tris'HCl, pH 8.2. The iron
oxidase concentration was 0.033 mM.
FIG. 8. Immunoblot blot analysis ofMV-1 and non-magnetotactic mutants ofMV-1.
Antibodies to the iron oxidase and pl9 were used to screen crude cell-6ee extracts
(10 pig protein lane"'). Lanes: A, MV-1; B, MV-lnml; C to J, 8 plate isolated nonmagnetotactic mutants ofMV-1.
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FIG. 9. Southern blot analysis for genes of the cApA region from MV-1 and MV-lnml
genomic DNA. (a), 3.4 kb probe of the cApA region; (b), probe specific for iron
permease gene; (c), probe specific ferrodoxin-like gene; (d), probe specific for cApA.
Lanes: A, unrestricted MV-1 DNA; B, EcoRI restricted DNA; C, Mmdlll restricted
MV-1 DNA; D, Afl restricted MV-1 DNA; E, unrestricted MV-lnml DNA; F,
EcoRI restricted MV-lnml DNA; G, ffwidlll restricted MV-lnml DNA; H, ff/I
restricted MV-lnml DNA.
FIG. 10. Transcript analysis of the cApA region genes ofMV-1 and MV-lnml total RNA. (a),
3.4 kb probe of the cApA region; (b), probe speciGc for iron permease gene; (c),
probe specific ferrodoxin-like gene; (d), probe specific for cApA. Lanes: A,
MefAy/ococcua copfu/afua Bath total RNA (negative control; B, MV-1 total RNA; C,
MV-lnml total RNA.
FIG. 11. DNA sequence within the structural gene of pl9, cApA from MV-lnml and 4 plate
isolated non-magnetotactic mutants. The two transversions observed in all Ave nonmagnetotactic mutants are shown below the MV-1 sequence. Underlined bases
indicate the complementary bases that could form a putative stem-loop structure.
Numbering is from the cApA start codon.
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FIG. 12. Conceptual working model of a copper-dependent, magnetosome-associated iron
uptake system in strain MV-1 based on the copper-dependent, high-afGnity iron
uptake system in the yeast, SeccAwomyce? cerevmae. The periplasmic, copperhandling protein pl9 (chpA; analogous to Ctrl in & cerevisiog) transfers copper
atoms to a periplasmic multi-copper iron oxidase (analogous to Fet3 in S cerewwze)
which oxidizes Fe^ to Fe^^ which is transported by a cytoplasmic membrane Fe^
transporter (analogous to Ftrlp in & cgrevwwzg) into the cytoplasm. X represents the
electron acceptor from the iron oxidase. The inorganic phase of the magnetosome in
MV-1 is magnetite, a mixed valence iron oxide, might result from the transport of
Fe^ from this putative iron transport system and Fe^ from the reduction of Fe^ by
the cytoplasmic Fe^ reductase into the magnetosome membrane vesicle.
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CHAPTER 3. FORM H RIBULOSE DIPHOSPHATE
CARBOXYLASE/OXYGENASE (RUBISCO) GENE (ccAM) FROM

The data contained in this chuter is part of a paper to be submitted to the journal
Archives of Microbiology
Dennis A. Bazylinski, Annette J. Dean, Bradley L. Dubbels Linda Kimble-Long,
and Shawna L. Middleton

Introduction
Oxic-anoxic transition zones (OATZ) in aquatic habitats typified by inverse gradients
of oxygen and hydrogen sulfide are inhabited by high numbers of microaerobically respiring
magnetotactic bacteria (e.g., Salt Pond, Woods Hole, MA, USA; 19). The magnetotactic
bacteria, strains MV-1 and MV-2 have been shown to grow microaerobically with sulfide or
thiosulfate as electron donors and anaerobically with nitrous oxide (N%0) serving as the
terminal electron acceptor (4). These two magnetotactic strains are capable of growing
autotrophically with HCO3YCO2 supplied as the sole source of carbon in the growth media,
utilizing the Calvin-Benson-Bassham pathway for CO2 fixation (4,7,12,13,15).
Specifically, these two species possess the form II RubisCO gene (c66M) (4).
There are two discrete forms of RubisCO utilized for the fixation of CO2, form I and
form II (11,18). The form I enzyme consists of eight large catalytic subunits (CbbL) and
eight small subunits (CbbS). Form I RubisCO is the more common type and is found in
nearly all COz-fSxing organisms which includes higher plants, algae, cyanobacteria, and
autotrophic bacteria (17). The form II enzyme is comprised of two to eight large catalytic
subunits (CbbM) and is limited to a number of photosynthetic, aerobic and facultatively
anaerobic chemolithoautotrophic bacteria (3, 6, 7,12,13,15,16). To function efficiently as a
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carboxylase, the form II enzyme usually requires a higher CO2/O2 than the form I type, due
to a lower affinity for CO2 (9). All known magnetotactic bacteria are either strict
microaerophiles, anaerobes, or both (5). Thus it is plausible that the optimal growth
conditions for these organisms and/or the natural environmental conditions under which they
are commonly found would have a high CO2/O2 ratio. Therefore it appeared reasonable that
autotrophic, microaerophilic, magnetotactic bacteria would possess and rely on a form n
RuBisCO enzyme for CO? fixation.
In this study we report the cloning and sequencing of a Àrm II RubisCO gene (c66M)
in the magnetotactic spirillum, M magnefo&zcffcw/n. Amplification experiments were
attempted to determine whether c66M was present in M.

and M

magnedcwm strain AMB-1.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and cnlturing conditions.

strain MS-

1 (ATCC 31632) and Af magneficMm strain AMB-1 (ATCC 700264) were grown in MSGM
(2). M

strain MSR-1 (DSM 6361) was grown as described by Schleifer ef

0/. (14). EycAencAio co# DH5ct was grown at 37°C on Luria-Bertani agar (1.5% agar) or
broth supplemented with ampicillin (100 *ig/ml) when required. Chemically competent E.
co/f DH5a were prepared as described by Inoue ef a/. (8).

Recombinant DNA Techniques. Genomic DNA from all organisms was purified as
previously described (10). The
with the amino acid sequence of CbbM 60m

magMefo&zcficwm genome was searched
using the BLAST
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program at http://www.jgi.doe.gov/tempweb/JGI_microbiaI/html/mdcx.html (1). Two contigs
were identified as having homology to this amino acid query. The C terminal end of the
CbbM from /I rwAn/m showed homology to Contig 3645 and the N terminal end of this
protein showed homology to Contig 3612. The homologous sequences were both near an end
of their respective contigs. PCR primers were designed to determine if the

gene in M

magnefo&zcdcwm was intact. The primers, cbbMF 5'GTGTTCCGGAGCCATGTCGT3' and
cbbMR 5'ATCACCGCCGGm GATGCC3' and were designed to ampli^ a 1500 bp
product containing c66M. M magnefoZocficwm, M

and M ynagnedcwm

strain AMB-1 were assayed by PCR. Each 50 pi reaction contained 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH
9.0), 50 mM KC1,2 mM MgCk, 0.1% Triton X-100,0.2 mM dNTPs, 25 pmol ofboth
forward and reverse primers, 2.5 Units of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI)
and 100 ng of genomic DNA as template. PCR reactions were subjected to the following
parameters: one cycle at 95*C for 1 min followed by 25 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 57°C for 45
s, and 72°C for 4 min, with a Gnal extension for 30 min at 72" C. Potential amplification
products were determined by agarose gel electrophoresis PCR products from M
magnefofacfzcMTM and M

were cloned using the pGEM" T-Easy Vector

System I according to manufacturers instructions and transformed into chemically competent
EscAencAwz co/; DH5a. Plasmid DNA for insert analysis and sequencing was prepared using
QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). Iowa State University's DNA Synthesis and
Sequencing Facility performed primer synthesis and DNA sequencing. Alignment of CbbM
sequences was performed with Clustal W.
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Results
Presence and analysis of cMM in magnetotactic spirilla. A search of the partially
sequenced genome of M magnefofacfzcwm using the amino acid sequence of the form II
RuBisCO (CbbM) from A rwArwm and the BLAST program (1) revealed that two contigs of
the genome sequence of M magnefo&zcfzcwm had partial open reading frames containing
sequences with strong homology to c66M of & ruZwwn. Thus, PCR primers were designed
from specific sequences in both contigs (the sequence encoding for the N-terminus of the
protein is at the end of contig 3645 and that encoding for the C-terminus is at the end of
contig 3612) to amplify a DNA fragment of approximately 1500 bp from genomic DNA
from M magnefofacficwm. These primers were also used to determine whether the closely
related magnetotactic bacteria, M

and M magnefzcwm had this gene. PCR

was employed to amplify DNA fragments of approximately 1500 bp from M
magngfo&zcficzwn and M grKpAmwzMenae, but not M nwzgnedcw». Sequence analysis of the
PCR product from M magnefo&zcfzcwm showed the fragment to include a complete c66M
gene. The deduced amino acid sequence of this protein is shown in Figure 1. Sequencing of
the product from M

showed it to have no homology with any known c66L

or c66M RubisCO genes.
The deduced amino acid sequence of the M magnefo&zcdcw» c66M showed the
highest homology to that of/MWo&zcfer ap/wzerofde; (77% identity). High homology was
also exhibited to the CbbM proteins of JfAodokzcfer cqpsw/afw? (76% identity),
rwZrnwn (75% identity), the bacterial endosymbiont of the hydrothermal vent
tubeworm
identity, Fig 1).

/wzc&xpA&z (71% identity) and the magnetotactic vibrio strain MV-1 (68%
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Fig. 1. Alignment of
CbbM (deduced amino acid
sequence) and other CbbM sequences which show the highest identity by BLAST. Shaded
amino acids represent identical sequence. Organisms include: Rsph, /MwxWMcfer
jp/wzerowfes; Reap, ModbZwzcfer copnffafw; Rrub,
rwtnwn; End, the
pacAypfz/o endosymbiont; and MV-1, the magnetotactic vibrio, strain MV-1.
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Discussion
Three

spp. were assessed for the presence of the form H RubisCO

gene, c66M. M

and M magnefzcwm strain AMB-1 did not appear to

possess a c66M based on PGR amplification using primers specific for a putative c66M in
M magnefo&zcfzcwm. This study shows that M magnefo&zcdcwm possesses a complete form
II RubisCO gene (c66M) with high homologies to other c66M genes 6om several other
phototrophic and chemolithoautotrophic bacteria (Fig. 1). Contig 3612 of AeM
wagMgfofacfKWM genome, which contains the 3' end of the M. mognefofacfzcwm c66M, also
has the sequence of a putative

This gene encodes for a probable phosophoribulose

kinase and overlaps the 3' end of the c66M sequence by 129 bp. The Calvin-BensonBassham pathway of autotrophy appears to be present in M. magnefofacfzcwm. With sequence
evidence for two genes in this pathway for CO% Gxation, it seems plausible that M
magnefoazcdcwm is capable of autotrophic growth. However, an electron source that supports
the autotrophic growth of M nwzgngfo&zcficwm has yet to be found. Studies testing a number
of substrates and growth conditions suitable to support the autotrophic growth of M
nwzgMe&Mzcdcw/M are in progress.
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation describes the first non-magnetotatic mutants in strain MV-1. The
non-magnetotactic mutants described in this study were used because the nature of the nonmagnetotactic phenotype was the absence of magnetosomes. Physiological characterization
of the non-magnetotactic mutant, MV-lnml identified an iron-regulated, periplasmic protein,
pl9. The gene (cApA) that encoded for pl9 was located with two upstream genes, one of
which encoded for a member of the Ftrl family of iron permeases. The presence of an iron
permease gene and a Fur box (89.5% identity to consensus) starting 90 bp upstream of the
start codon, linked pl9 to a possible role in iron uptake in strain MV-1. All pl9 homologues
contained at least one of the amino acid motifs (M-X-M, M-Xz-M), characteristic of the
copper transport proteins found in .SoccAarowyca? cerevmoe, the best characterized of which
is Ctrlp. Ctrlp is a copper transport protein and is an integral component in a high-affinity
iron acquisition system. Ctrlp is involved in transporting copper across the plasma
membrane for eventual incorporation into the multi-copper, iron oxidase, Fet3p, which is
involved in the secretory pathway required for iron transport in this organism. This secretory
pathway for iron transport involves Ftrlp, a high-affinity membrane associated iron permease
that forms a complex with Fet3p in & cerevmae. Cells of MV-1 and MV-lnml both express
a periplasmic, copper-containing, iron oxidase. We reasoned that pl9 might have a similar
copper transport function as Ctrlp, which provides copper to Fet3p for an active oxidasepermease complex in & cgrevwwze. However, when the iron oxidase was purified from a nonmagnetotactic mutant ofMV-1 it displayed iron oxidase activity similar to the MV-1
enzyme. Thus, it appeared that the iron oxidase was either not pl9 dependent, or another
capable copper chaperone was present in strain MV-1.

As in the high affinity iron uptake system of Ac yeast & cenevWae our model is
comprised of an iron oxidase providing an iron permease with Fe^, which transports the Fe^
into the MV-1 cell where it is available for incorporation into the growing magnetosome
crystal. Though no function has been found for pl9, all three components are present in MVI and could be important in providing iron for magnetosome biomineralization. This iron
uptake system appeared to be specific for magnetosome biosynthesis since die addition of
high concentrations of iron failed to reverse the non-magnetotactic phenotype ofMV-lnml.
Although no definitive function for pl9 has been found or what physiological role the iron
oxidase plays in strain MV-1, their response to media iron concentration suggests they each
have a possible role in the acquisition or metabolism of iron. pl9 may function as a copper
chaperone for the iron oxidase or sequester copper for release when copper becomes limiting
Three MogMgkwgHn/fum spp. were assessed for the presence of the form n RubisCO
gene, c66M. M

e and M magmeffcwm strain AMB-1 did not appear to

possess a c66M based on PCR amplification using primers specific for a putative c66M in
M magnefo&zcficwm. This study shows that M mogMefo&zcfzcwm possesses a complete form
II RubisCO gene (c66M) with high homologies to other c66M genes from several other
phototrophic and chemolithoautotmphic bacteria.
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APPENDIX A. STORAGE OF SEVERAL MAGNETOTACTIC SPECIES, IRON
LOCALIZATION EXPERIMENTS IN MV-1, AND N-TERMINAL SEQUENCES OF
THREE MAGNETOSOME MEMBRANE PROTEINS OF MV-1

Storage of several magnetotactic strains
The magnetotactic vibrioid strains MV-1 (also MV-lnml), the magnetococcus strain
MC-1, andM3g%efo,sp;n//wm magne&Xacficwm were assessed for survivability during
cryoprotective storage. Growth conditions for the magnetotactic strains were as follows: MV1 and MV-lnml, as described in Chapter 2; MC-1 (2), and M magnefo&zcdcwm (1) The
cryoprotectants dimethylsulfbxide (DMSO; 7,10,15%) and glycerol (10,20, 30,40%) were
dispensed into 2.5 ml screw-top storage tubes and liquid cultures of each respective strain
added to a final volume of 2 ml. These storage cultures were stored at -80° C. After one
week, cultures were assessed for survivability and growth in liquid culture. All magnetotactic
strains tested (0.5 ml inoculum) survived the freezing process, observed to grow to normal
cell densities and remained magnetotactic (except MV-lnml, which is a non-magnetotactic
mutant). MV-1 (and MV-lnml) liquid cultures were revived up to one year after frozen
storage.

Localization of iron in MV-1 and MV-lnml cellular protein fractions
MV-1 and MV-lnml were grown and fractionated for crude, soluble and membrane
protein fractions as described in Chapter 2. Samples for analysis were diluted in 10 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 7.2 and acidified 0.2% HC1. Iron content was measured by atomic absorption
spectrometry as described in Chapter 2. The soluble cell fractions of MV-1 and MV-lnml
contained approximately the same amount of iron. Preliminary data suggested that the
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amount of iron in MV-lnml membrane fractions stayed relatively the same as the iron
concentration in the growth medium increased whereas the amount of iron in MV-1
membrane fractions increased with amount of iron supplied in the growth medium (Fig. 1).
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Fig 1. Iron localization in MV-1 and MV-lnml cellular protein fractions. +, MV-1 soluble
protein fraction; A, MV-lnml soluble protein fraction; 0, MV-1 membrane protein
fraction; #, MV-lnml membrane protein fraction.

In our current model of magnetosome synthesis, we propose that the periplasmic
protein pl9 functions in transporting copper to a periplasmic iron oxidase, thereby activating
the enzyme for Fe^ oxidation. The active iron oxidase provides an iron permease with Fe*%
which then transports the Fe^ across the MV-1 cytoplasmic membrane, where it is available
for incorporation into the growing magnetosome crystal (see Chapter 2). This may explain
the increase of iron in membrane fractions ofMV-1 in relation to the amount of iron supplied
in the growth medium. All three components working together could be important in
providing iron for magnetosome biomineralization and explain the inability of MV-lnml,
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which does not express p!9, to synthesize magnetosomes. It is possible that some
magnetosomes are still associated with the MV-1 membrane fraction and they are responsible
for the increased iron content of this fraction. However, a fractionation procedure to isolate
inner and outer membranes by buoyant density could solve this problem. This procedure
would separate the membrane fractions and the magnetosomes should pellet at the bottom of
the tube. Further experiments in this area should help to elucidate the localization of iron in
MV-1.

N-terminal sequences of three magnetosome membrane proteins of MV-1
Culturing of MV-1, magnetosome fraction purification, and N-terminal sequence
analysis was performed as described in Chapter 2. Table 1 shows the apparent molecular
weights and N-terminal sequences of three proteins that appeared to be unique to the MV-1
magnetosome membrane. BLAST searches revealed a 12,000 Da protein to have high
homology to conserved proteins encoded for by mamC in M gryp&tnWdewe, M
magnefo&zcfzcwM, and the magnetococcus MC-1 (3). MamC homologues show no
recognizable homology to any known protein in the databases. A 13,000 Da protein shows
homology to open reading frames of the unannotated genome sequences of M
Mwzgngfo&zcdcwm and MC-1, but no other homology to proteins of a known function. No
homology for a 25,000 Da protein was found in bacterial genome or protein databases.
Figure 2 from Chapter 2 shows the above mentioned magnetosome-associated proteins from
extracted magnetosome membranes.
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Table 1. Apparent molecular weights and N-terminal sequences of three
proteins of the MV-1 magnetosome membrane
N-terminal Sequence"
_
1AUUU

TALSHSVPGIGVFGAWGGSAALAKNLRARETDGLSTEAIV
VDTAKEAAG

13,000

XKQWRRESGIHSYAMGILSYMGVLXLVPLITNRDDEFIHH

25,000 MTPVNKDNIIHTLEMYAHH
" X, unknown amino acid.
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APPENDIX B. 16S RDNA OF A CHEMOLTTHOAUTOTROPHIC SULFUROXIDIZING BACTERIUM, ECTOSYMBIOTIC BACTERIA OF MARINE
INVERTEBRATES, AND A MARINE jféggWw sp.

The 16S rDNA of several bacterial species were amplified for phylogenetic study.
Genomic DNA of a chemolithoautotrophic, sulfur-oxidizing bacterium, designated S-l, was
obtained as previously described (5). Invertebrate samples and Beggia&xz sp., were collected
from the dysoxic Santa Barbara Basin as previously described (3), aboard the RV jfoAerf
Gordom

Total genomic DNA 6om the nematode Denwxfora wofira and the

polychaete Aenomen/Zo
a presumed

including their associated ectosymbiotic bacteria (6), and

sp. was accomplished using DNA purification solutions from Centra

Systems (Minneapolis, MN) according to the manufacturer's direction. Maceration in a 1 ml
glass tissue grinder at the cell lysis step was included for these samples.
The amplification of respective 16S rDNA from genomic DNAs was performed,
using primers fDl and rDl according to the method of Weissburg ef o/. (8), with the
annealing temperature being raised to 56°C. The amplified products were purified on
MicroSpin S-300 HR spin columns (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Inc, Piscataway, NJ).
Purified PCR products were then digested with

and BamHI (Life Technologies,

Rockville, MD) and gel purified using a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Valencia,
CA). Gel purified, digested PCR products were then ligated into

and AzmHI digested

and gel purified pUC19 with T4 DNA ligase (Life Technologies) and transformed into
chemically competent EpcAeric&wz co# DH5a (9). Plasmid DNA for insert analysis and
sequencing was prepared using a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). Primer synthesis and
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DNA sequencing was performed by Iowa State University's DNA Synthesis and Sequencing
Facility.
The marine, Gram-negative, chemolithoautotrophic, sulfur-oxidizing bacterium,
strain S-l, was apparently phylogenetically affiliated with the gamma subdivision of the
Proteobacteria. Initial phylogenetic characterization suggested that S-l fit into one of several
groups that contained chemoautotrophic symbionts of marine invertebrates. To gain more
sequence data, 16S rDNA was amplified using primers to increase the number of bp for
phylogenetic analysis. Bootstrap analysis showed S-l is only basally associated with Group I
chemoautotrophic endosymbionts and Group III chemoautotrophic ectosymbionts, along
with members of the phototrophic Chromatiaceae and die Ectothiorhodospiraceae. It
appeared, by 16S rDNA phylogenetic analysis, that S-l did not fît into a known clade of any
described bacterial group (2).
Preliminary BLAST searches of the 16S rDNA nucleotide sequence (presumed to be
from the ectobiont) obtained from the nematode D. marinz, indicated that the ectosymbionts
associated under the annuli of this nematode to be related to sulfur-oxidizing gamma
proteobacteria. Among the best alignments, were an uncultured Ectothiorhodospiraceae and
gill symbionts of-dnondonfio p/uMipwma and Sbfemtyo (erraeregma. The 16S rDNA sequence
(also presumed for the ectobionts) generated from the polychaete A: Aacfenco&z, whose
ectosymbionts comprise a dense layer of bacterial cells completely covering its cuticle (3,6),
appeared to be a delta Proteobacterial sequence. BLAST alignments of the 16S rDNA
sequence revealed an apparent association with sulfate-reducing delta Proteobacteria. These
results arc preliminary, it has not been demonstrated that the 16S rDNA sequences amplified
from these invertebrates are those of the ectosymbionts associated with these invertebrates.
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Further analysis by Fluorescent wz a;fw Hybridization (FISH) should elucidate if these 16S
rDNA sequences are those of the ectobionts.

Fig. 1. Colonies of trichomas of
The "puffballs" collected 6om the Santa
Barbara Basin closely resemble these colonies. A; an isolated colony of trichomas. B; A
dried colony of trichomes showing loops formed by individual trichomas at the edge of the
colony. Figure adapted from Faust and Wolfe (4).

The dysoxic conditions of the Santa Barbara Basin are known to support the growth
of mats of the filamentous sulfide-oxidizing ZZeggzakxz sp. (7) Soutar box cores of the
sediment from an area delimited by 34° 13' N, 34° 18' N and 120° .01 ' N, 120° .02' N
contained white "puffballs", resembling colonies of trichomes of Zfeggwz&xz

(Fig 1.; 4).

Amplification of 16S rDNA and BLAST alignments of the nucleotide sequence from these
"puffballs" indicated that it was a

sp. Two of the best alignments were with large

marine jkggâzfoa sp. from the Bay of Concepcion, Chile, and cold seeps in Monterey
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Canyon, CA (1). Although this 16S rDNA sequence was likely that of die "puffballs"
observed from Santa Barbara Basin, confirmation by FISH and more rigorous phylogenetic
analysis is needed to be certain of this preliminary assessment
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